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Preface

Socisisical Amects of Deafness is a collection of 9 papers
selected from those presented at the Fifth Congress of the
World Federation of the Deaf, Warsaw, 1967. These paper s
were collected and compiled by the Alexander Graham Bell
Association, Washington, D. C. Other collections of papers
from the Congress have been compiled and are available from
the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. Other collections
announced in this issue of Research in Education may be found
by consulting the Institution Index under World Federation of the
Deaf or the Subject Index under aurally handicapped. Titles of
these other collections are:

Communication Methods for the Hearing Impaired
Cultural Activities for the Deaf
Diagnosis of Hearing Loss
Education for the Hearing Impaired (Anditorily Impaired)
Psychology of Deafness
Rehabilitation of Hearing
Training and Qualifications (Teachers and Workers for the Deaf)
The Very Young Hearing-Impaired Child
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INDIVIDUALS BEING =LP AND BLIND AND LIVING WIT}i LULL
HEARING SOCIETY

/The paPer/

1* ativalizjeafAld.blitaiLinapPigmlsareAivilag?

Mwstati3tioalrecorda.are different* Acooxding to

reports there are.some.700 deaf and.blindlivivg in

Germany, according to other reporta it igrsaid

there. age.24.00 in-qermany* w.lbence,does this difference

cOmel. HTberfirst..says I'deaf .and blind is a.human being

Rho does.not bear and lee anything at all"0 _The latter

=V: "Th* term .°deafand blind'.is toApdicate, also ,

butoin_beings whcrstill .have a slight capacity of bearing

and seeibg7;,

zyself WOuld restrict in my report exclusively.to such

persona who are entirely deaf ,and blind, thus such

person 'wring .no.capacity of bearing:and seetng at all*

/Hea;ing aids and equipments.for individuals having a

Wight capaoity of bearing will be discussed by other

peoplesa.

2. nat_dcei itmegn.to.kg.'duf and .blind'?

The individual being entirely de4 and.blind lives .

like.under a bladk glass cover in eternal,soundlese
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darkness* Tbere is no prospect whatever of sound and

light! Deafness in greatest darkness! In the dead of

night! Never will the deaf hear the voiba of the belo-

ved partner* He does not hear any Musi39 nor can be -

sing merrily with others* He does not hear the enchant-

ing mailing of water, nor does be hear Woe call-note of

the birds; -It is of no use.to him to tone in.the radio

or to-lift the telephone receiver* He can never freel7

join.the conversation of hearing fellow beings in a merry cl

company, but he must read everything from toneless move.

mints of their lipswell, if be, what is still worse, were

not blind, too0 Tho deaf and blind lacks everything *hat

tbe-deaf_still baVe0 There are unibleto combine with

their.eyes what they cannot understand0_ Tbey cannot spend

their evenings in a fascinating cinema shOw, and the tele-

vision receiver at home stands in the corner useless*

Neither can be play football; nor-can be take part in sport

events with well.hearing comrades.* Be cannot enter any

of the many invitits and promising piofessions to which

the deaf arestill admitted*

1101 Re is deaf and blind;) Soundless darkness =ill be

subrounding.him throughout his life, unless a,miracle

-would occur;

30 It.is onlz.the feeling.that.has bgenft.le.to.ths.deaf

'and blind

Tbe capacity to hear and see has.passed, but the capacity

to feel or sense is well developed with the deaf and

blind! They feel it by the clasp of your band whether

you.mean well with him and wish to help him or whether

pitywith him is moving; yourself*

The band replaces eyes and ears of the deaf and blind*

The hand is the bridge for him whidh leads him to his

fellow beings and to the world around him.*
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It: is not.:freuent that a child is deaf and blind ever- :.

Since ha or .she, was born°. There are some-tragio. cases
of...heredity .in that deaf and blind marry among phenol-,
yes and ,gieve.:.birta to childien who are alao deaf and,.
,blinds; Other children got deafness and blindness, by the
German measles ot the mother ,during the time.. of bey -

pregnancy0..: --ilowever, most of the cases of deaf-blincV,

ness ere- attributive to diseases such aF3 meningitis,
measles, scarlet fever, smallpox, -cerebrospinal meninge.!.

itis; .inflammatio4 of the middle ear --/tympaniti.s/,.- '-

purulent .inflammation of the:eyes /ophthalmia/9 all*"
theria; crofula.,: paralysis 9 caldo-arthritis and. the.
lieI.. some oases of deaf-blindness rtil not ,bo

transmitted but only_the .disposition to, it9, deaf-blind-,e
ness:aPPearing then immediately in case 'of a disease.

50 Historz of develowle ,of pit jeaf and blind jadividuaa

vio ktiow very little how deaf and blind may have lived
in.former times° Must likely they became entirely
stupid since obviously nobody took the trouble to get
in touch with them and instruct them** Among the aucient
hieroglyphs or better symbols of the Egyptians there
is a.mark to indicate deaf and blind which means at

the same time the symbol for the dead° He whib did not

see anything at all was considered a dead man.* And so

the deaf and blind may have vegetated in former times;

But the deaf, and blind are not dull nor are they
apathetic. or dead, but they do have a 'living soul dor-
mant within them and driving to awaken; The American

Helen Kenai: who was deaf and blind described- in her
'autobiography as she; when she Was a childs, had set
to.with her fists because she wished to communicate

herself to .her surroundingsr but did not know hcr to make

understandable .herselZ; After suoh struggles she col-
lapsed in dispaire; Her soul oried for light and life and
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she could escape from her prison* But then Helen Keller

happened to meet a certain Anne Sullivan and Helen's

soul awakened to new life fUll of spirit and Unexpected

wealth-- And elk' other deaf and blind were met by

courageous and determined people sincethe beginning of

the nineteenth century who tOdk.ihe trouble to bring light

and sound into the dark silence,; Nowadays we are arrived

so.far the that.the necessity of training deaf and blind

has. been recognised in the whole ctvilised world* Indeed,

some of the deaf and blind have even a university educe-

tion. Iet us only think of_the deaf an4 blind Olga

Skorochbdowa; a citizen in the USSR, who in 1961 todk a

scientific degree in the field of-psychology in Moscow on

her .paper "How I grasp the surrounding world andr-how I

form-amAdea of4it0" _The American deaf and blind Helen.

Kellen: took likewise.the doctor's degree at the Newi4ork.

College and-is the author of a nuMber of autobiographies*

1! Robert Smithdas, a deaf and blind American, succeded in

a like manner.%) years after Helen Keller . In his bodk

"Ufa at my Yingertips" he deScribed his.eduCational, _

ttaining by School anrOollege, he be richly imparted tbe

aid,of peopleZ
. .

60 Ulitning_of_the daaf and blind individuals.

Experience has shown that the training of deaf and blind

is no longer a.pxoblem in these dam; That is to say,

the most difficult problem .are the qualified teachers; -

for each individual deaf and blind child is a "form" ks
Au and can engage a single teacher; The teachers *ill

have to be iducated as t.eachers for blind and deat beings

in order to meet-all requirements*

Of greatest importance is it to register the def and

blind as early as possible* This, howevervis possible only

if the statistical census has to contain also the deseases;

Unfortunately this is not the case in all countries* -Bmt

then it.will be aliotted that unreasonable parents hide

their deaf and blind child from the public and confine



their Ishi ld to the bed and allow him. or her to become stupid()

ei .school these ohildren must _first of all learn to.:go,
to eat,..to. drinkp to wash, to dress and undre8a0' This is
seltseiideut .to deaf children:0. ,But 'with a deaf and

blind-child who.has never heard.bor seen the imitative
instinct must be-stimulated in hard work0 The óhild has
to..feel. each single movement from the lady ,teaaber to
enable-the child to imitate it0 This requires much pa
tience on both sides° co The training is sommhat easier
if_the child has lot?' the tiapaoity to hear and see in lett:::
7eara; .:Then the memOry will be of muolvhelp to hint; The

must difficult task and trouble makes the *aliening of
spiritual and intellectual life.. Zspecialll thoSe childcz

whbecame deaf and blind inetheir early ohildlut.44

and who-are 'deaf and blind from the beginning' of their
lives aJte not aware that each 'thing has got its name;

that.people are talking with one another and ware'able to
understand and that apart. from the things provisionnally
graspable :there does exist a boundlessly rich world..contaft

ining-a;wealth of 4o3.ours and,a variety of sounds; -The,

compre,lAnsl.on . the context betWeen the tango J.11 the one
hand.end the singals or marks being tmpressed by the 3067

teacher.into the other open hand is decisive for the actual
mental condition of the.child0 For.it is not deterkined

t..) yet to what extent.the .cerebral dentre has not been affecet.

ted ,by the disease°. ,In her autobiography Helen Keller

A describet that - she9 indeed, imitated the _marks or signals

immediately which, her-lady teacher Impressed into her

hand; , -But &et, however, .comprehended said signals as a
new nick). game and had not understood Ws intrinsic ,mesningo

But after a cogple of weeks the discovery came in upon

het and in her darkness like an illuminating lighthing:
She .stood neer the well, holding .one band under the

flowing watet.whilstdMiss Sullivan fingered into her
other hand for .a hunifed times the word "w a t er "0



Suddenly tue vet:. raised and the gate to real understandmi

ing openedv"These signs tipped into my baud mean the

cool somethiag in my other hand".

She immediately tried with a butning curiosity to

learn the signs for all other touchable things; and

by and by she learned at.a high speed the wealth of

the kmerican language. Now she rasters seven languages

altogether. She even learned to speak.
Of course, not every deaf and blind individual is a

Helen Keller.- But many deaf and blind who are working

intellbctually Own something of the inner radiant .

light of Helen Keller. As sad and desperate many deaf

ahd.blind-may elver be they are merry and froliscomei

happy and content as well.. kmong the deaf and blind

there are respectable personalities who are consulted

for advice and help by those who can see and hear,

In Germany there-are 2.schools ftr the deaf and blind,

vim in Potsdam-Babelsberg bear Berlin and in Hannover-

Eirthrode.,

7. aonvesation with the deaf.ankblind

Totvina7 talk with deaf and_blind just as well as with

othe2 people, too. However, conversation will be some-

what,slower and first of all you.willilave to accommo-

date yourself and you must be,patient. _All what the

deaf and blind cannot see he /she/ would feel with the

hands.. ,Tou may write with.your finger on the palscof
his hand, or-you_take his forefinger to write with it-

on.the_table-top. That is troublesome,indeed,and -

requires much time 'But there are various systems of

sign-alAa-Jets by meahs of which proceedings are going

on more'quickly.

a/ zjasitgu2.102,. bitLiissoggaLlp. Lorm

the-deaf and*blind Czech, Hieron*us Zorm by name

Of.Moravia invented a fl.nger-wttp-alphabet which is

preferably used in Germany. Tbe German vowel's a, e,

i, 0, 11 are being tipped on the 5 fingertips; for
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b, d, 6, b. strokes are being drawn along the fingers;

r is drummed in the palm and so on*

0/ WILA1021221
Italian:and'Spanish monks used thigvalphabet to

avoid_breaking their vow of silence*. You imitate

tts Intin characters bp forming pour band as follows:

a.= blenched fist; b = open band; a = is imitated

by:forming your thumb-and forefidger'spread like an

open circle* In a like.manner this alphabet had

been used by Anne sulltvan bp Helen Keller, and also

the Oberlinhans in-Potadamcaabelsbergnear-Ber4n

would tse it'for his deaf and blind inmates**

lymbols fop the deaf

Desf...and 141nd-under our care who became deaf in

tilteir childhood but.lost their light at a later

time taIk with-their deaf friend by means of the

same sign language already known to them when they

were Children! TheTerson who can still see takes

the hands.of the:deaf and blind and signalises the

sign language through the hands of the deaf and blind*

And so there are many possibilities also for $012 to

talk.with a deaf and blind*

Du be courageous! Only the first stOP is the hardest!

dif 1111042E0211.41.111Lidd fot.th2.09.ALIBA.blind

Should nevertheless with all these attempts the

conversation not gio on properly, there are still,.

various understandius aids serving the conversation

between deaf and blind and #hose who are able to.

see', _Most of these aids require the knowledge of

the Braille-System whilst the seeing person "talks"

by mbans of the special scriptua adapted to him which

144mpriOed on said aid*

ei arailledapbols.inamiting.for.theu.blindt.

It.is of greatest.impqrtance for the intellectual

deve;opment.and occupation of.every deaf and blind to

learn the Braille-Syst This knowledge conveyes
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to him a wide selection of entertainment by reading
bodks and writing letters to other blind and deaf

and blind as well* In the beginning of the 19th
century the Prenchmaiit 16 years old Louis -Braille
inventend the 6-pointcpsystem-0 Said 6.points form.-
au upright rectangle comprising 2 rows of 3 points,'
By different arrangement and number of points 63
differfmt characters can be represented* .-This
lows an easy incorporation of the alphabet in.
so-oalled full1 scripture and abridged scripture,
and.also.all figures and all musical signs and
notation;--Now the blind all over the world wso own
an alphabet write by this 6-point-systemo

f/ ago walans.tnewEiter
0

Also the standard blacke-type typewriter can be operas
tot by deaf and blind* By this so-pcalled 104inger-
'system-they learn operating that typewriter -quite
eesily Some of the typewriter-keys_can be easily
identified by small covers wrapped around the keys
always .allowtng to take the bearing anewo

80 7.2.1haLattamaIe deaf and blind.sestalst_liminsig:
Rengenne
Then you aak me ,b.ether deaf and blind are capable to
wash, dress and eat independently? I hope vu do know
now that the deaf and-blind can do all these things
quite iidependently unless he 'is Imbecile. -
The hand replaces ears and eyes to the deaf and blin&
.But in:0;dor to find everythitikrosdily he must,
84, 0449,od oder

If they undress at night they must place their
garments ,so. that they will .find them again the next
morning quickly and without difficulty()
Also the family he is living with must keep good
order*0- Every thing in the flat9 each dhair9 eadh .

flower-mese, each piece of'undervAr or linen in the



linen cup-board should have its proper p..aceo If.
anyone raises from a chair he must place it tale=
diately near the table; lest the deaf and blind over
throws-lit; In.the flower-vase must not be stand_
overhanging branches,, lest the deaf and blind inciden-
tally touches them and throws them down together with
the..flowera,vaseG; The house-wife must not place a dish
with sp,i.nach on the table without warning him before,
lest .the deaf and blind inadvertently places bi a book
therein:- -The water-bucket.must not stand in the midst
of...pha room to avoid .the deaf-and blind to fall_full
length-.4own on-the swamped floor*. Lt whole sale house
cleaning-the-deaf and_blind has to be warned in due
time, arid every change in the flat must be announced
to
If the family of the deaf and blind keep good order u
in the flat he feels well therein, walking about just
like a seetng, person and finding everything immediate-
ly without seeking for if for a long time.;- Even at
table-he is sable to help himself 4-butter; bread,
jam",- coffee and sugar stand on_their proper place .

and remain 14ere0. He takes what he wishes to have .

and is--itt,lel.ito be-hbve himself like a seeing individual*
The more-independent yOu allow him to be .the. better

But in foreign surroundings he is entirely depen-
dent on you*. But he As .grateful if he can, 0-
least there, find the way to the lavatory without
solar help0..-
Ans;the,d2st_giLblind-enable.to live by.thiongelves
in a..dwalles.oktlar
Many woild says ."Not" - The deaf and blind Robert
Smithdas answersig "Us!". After the examination
he passed at -thki New-TOrk College he moved into

his own flat but declined to marry at that time*
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I do not knowflong he will stand this sit,uation
for his meal were burnt repeatedly.. Deaf and
br.nd woman have much more skill for *ooking and
clfaning

(1/ Tlag h2uatioor imam.
It.sonteone rings the bell of Robert Smithdas' flat
a propeller is .being operated. Be feels the .draught
and opens the door. -,In.England and Germany :apart
from..thiS.uteans there itt still, a further means which
operates electro-magnetical48. The deaf -and blind
Carries on his wrist a receiver .which starts, to...
vibrate wheneiter.the bell-push at the houseaidoor
is-being pressed; ...This has the advantage that
Morse-signals can be signalised b.y pushing the
button_pr a .longer or shorter time duration and by
which the deaf and blind learns who is.etanding
outside the door. Thus under certain circumatences
he_need.._not open the door.if he must sstkppese a
strangerto ,Stand before the-door;

d/ AMIEraalock for timitaf and blind'
,The deaf and blind can make to be waked by t4e
draught of the .propeller -mentioned above, and whioh
is put in ,operation by. th2 ,alarm-clock;; If, 4owever,
he has drawn the coverlet..far beyoud his . 4.0ed. he -has
does not tool.. the, draught.'. Therefore,. ..perhape it is
more adv,isal4e if he. uses a knocking.altirm-clocks
the alarm-clock actuates a lever which vio4utlr
Imocks .agains4 the bed;;.

Merjulltagit.mstgg.the isitf - .

ik,wide..number ofluntensils slay be marked b3i points,

kor example, metre rules and tape measures,. clocks
and watches, thermometers, compasses and games of
cards aiv well as games on a board or table-gimes.
Kitchen utensils and sewing needles are-manufactured
-so as to be blind-proof for house-wives.' - So the



deaf and blind men and wives need not give uphall

ot their independency if.ihay understand to make

7:,properAmeLof.tha_means.available tO them;

9* ltalguiris famjskrwedblink

Bad_are the-prospects.fOr a potential professions fOr

.4esf and blind(; As a rule, professions coming into -

queation.are as follows: basketa-maker, chaira-bottomer,

mataakiker.-and strapplaiter, brudhmaker; spinner., weaver,

knittingavotk;. crochetcworkc and simple factory work*.

That is bard.for Antellectually acttve deaf and blindo.

ia Those among thein who are.particularly intelligent are'

entrusted.to. act as representativefvfor theire-companiond

in misfortune, in that they draw tha public attention

to the deaf.and blind by lectures and reports and help

to improve their living standard, and also belp.to

sccomplish.their rehabilitation

10* Own.manigations.for the.d:ent.and blind

Does not yet.exist* -In Germany they are asso4ated.to

the.organisattims forthe.blind whiCh.orgatise rest_

cures.for them'every year'0. -.Ecclasiastical.organisa-

tions are looking after the deaf and.121ind and.the. _

protestants who are bard of beraring* Only those,who

are-deaf are-still to.come'0._The deaf and blind are

also_deaf_but.blindin addition* .... -

110 The &gland blind arg.emecting,Aamethiwf.lou.
.

.

The deaf and blind need your care! Do come and speak

Tell.him all what is movinryourself and what

you have-Eteen:,...Teach him the fingertip-alphabet_and

the_Braillelasystem* Then go on talkinrwith

Regatta, him as au indtvidual up to standard who wishes to

advise and help you in a.manner as you.do it to

Lskiiim what be would like to buy.* Have many walks with
him0._,Allow him to,participate In your life, iwyour

pleasure and grief4 --Ilake.amerry and happy individual

of him, thus enabling to hope, laugh and having fun.

anew* Then you will enjoy yourself*
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& MAN'S EXPERIENCES IN A HEARING MUM
/The paper/

You are probably thinking right.now that the fact I
was educated by.bhe oral method colors my objectivity about
the _implications .of deafness. I want to assure you that .

Lam very much aware of them;2 I. would like to share with you
My experiences in prying to use-that to advantage in my life;

, First .of all, although I bolieve.strongly in the _

oral imethod;_I do.not necerraSily think. that .such a. met4o4
is a real factor in helping deaf ieople enter. the mainstreai
of..gocial-life among the hearing;. I am_the first one to .

admit that sudh a method does help make communication easier;
However; there .are many other factors that may apply equally
to deaf and hearing people in making them socially acceptOle.

I did not spiak well at all while in.high schooL. -The

students had..difficulty in understanding met; I fe*shut*.out
oi.°_tfieir_lives; Hence I was putzled by the warm gieetings
that enveloped Ike- at-the twenty-fifth ',reunion of my high _

school-class;, ..Ip turned out that they were proud of.me as
the only deaf, person in the high .school at that - time 9 but

that they were. still too self-conscious as teen-agers to
tell me so; They liked me as a person; tool, they .told meo
because_ I .was always laughing and smiling. I, never gave

them_a reason to-think of me as an object of-pityo .Here .
speech_was-not tiportanto It was my-attitude that attracted
my classmates;



It is very difficult to maintain this.sort of

positive outlook when there are many negative factors

operating to your disadvantagec, It is almost impossible

in childhoodk apd it is gnly when'one grows older and

takes his pl'ace economid.all'y that Ale begins to gait

more connience.in himself as a person-0 This is trne

of_all people--that we feel and think better when we .

become citizens of the world, producing not only for our

own well-being but also for the welfare of others;

Hence it is ioxportant to prepare a deaf child_voca-

tionally* It_is obvious, however, that he mnst first

learn how to read, write, and do sums* What follows de-

pends.on parents and teachers.* My own mother and father

cooperated with my teachers in helping me to assume .

.responsibility by completing assigned tasks and to think

for myself by giving me as much leeway' as possible in

decision-making* Such preliminary preparation, to me,

supports the usefulness of later vocational training*

.gowever', in the final analysis; education in

general is far more important for the deaf child than specia-

lized vocational education* More general education increa-

ses the wide-range of vocations_ .

What do I mean by gereral.education? It is not onIy.

a matter of more reading and studying to gain a kmwledge

of the world* It is also a matter of knowing and unders-

tanding people better*

. In other words, it is my feeling, from my own

experiencea, that a-soal life is a necessity for a deaf .

child*: -Where else can he learn to be perceptivi4 sensitive,

aware, conscious of individual personalities? Bodk_learng-

ing is-not emough.0. IL child, deaf or notoneeds to partici-

pate directly in every-day life* He cannot be sheltered

from,reality, h cannot be segregated from the world, he

cannot be put aside to be noticeA once in a while by

parents, relatives, and friends*



This is sudh an elemental necessity that it is almost

overlooked in the education of a deaf child* HO may be

well-pread, but.he does not understand the world because he

has .had no direct. contact with it;$ He may speak well; but

he is not wellft.adjusted socially bechuse he has had no

actual experiences.ia the outside world.*

.
Opportunities at school and home must be created ftr

the.deaf child.to meethis hearing peers on a social rather

than educationalAeveL .The most obvious place is the -

playground*. This is where I received most of my educationo

It.might have!.been on the level of the gutter; tut it proved

mos.t useful in my social adjustment; At tbs school for the

deaf_I used to sit quietly, eating.lunch by myself; .I

could'not grope with the rough-and-ready boys as they'were

older and bigger-than-I; In order to avoid them,I began

to shy from makini.friendseven outside of sch,ol,

_ - fly mother decided that she would try a regular school

for the hearing when I was twelve years oldo &b the beginn-

ing af the semester she almost sent me back to my old school

because I was unhappy and fearfuL Yet she had the courage

and wisdom to help me become adjusted to my new oituationo

Little by little I began to know my. classmates; Recesses -

and lunch periods-in the playground gave ma the opportunity

sto_taIk.with them.* I. think I learned more from them in six

months then the sizlears I Spent in the segregated school

for-the-deaf:'- I acquired a nei speaking vocabulary9 I

acquired.information.that other peopie,take for granted,,

and, above allo.I acquired new friendso; Suah were the

fruits of_integration*

I. realize that.it is necessary to give special .

education to a deaf child, but it can well be given,in an4

integrated school; There could be several special classes

located in a school for the hearing rather than in a sepae,

rate school

.
Atm.-before I. left the school for the deaf, my

mother would see tO that I was supplied with playmates,'



She would.fix picnics and .drive us to parks or..the country
where we could play and swim. My father wan away_a great
deal on-busioess, and we would.,mqet-him frequently on
weekends with a friend of Eine tow;

We more or less got along with little communication.
The real test_came as we started -our teens,:, My parents
began,to-worry -that I .depended too much on.tkem for my
social-sustenance; -They _first sent me.to elm when I was
thirteen.. It was sheer agony to be suddenly on azi
but_it- was a-valuable experience .for-me. as I learned to-
rely upon Ilk; Self I .began to grow.more conftdent in myself
and to identity myaelf as an Individual: .

.To reinforce this learning my parents had me
acquire-2144s in tennis, dancing, horseback riding, and
even -bridge.' Such worts-.threw me tube constant social
interaction_with my peers:

My. SIM ther and_father. didn't:stop here. -When they
entertained..at homes-they .includfrine at the dinner-table.
It was no fun to be forced to behave properly in public -

according to my parents' ideas! Boredoorced me to -make
conversation and perform social amenities; It was valuable
training tar

_ My Mather Twotad arrange to have an annual bitthday
party for me, and zhe would manage it with. such.imaginaws
tion.and charm.that the children would eagerly wait-for
my birthday every -year. -In the meantime, they would
invipe . me to..their own birthday parties. -Evidently,
was. given.more-than enough opportunities to become caque-
inted with people......._

/ -grew older, I began to entertajn both. girl3 _and
boys' at dancing parties;---I shall never forget my soctal
awkwardpess at my very first one; I did not understand
why _TAobody danced until my cousin took me aside and_told
me that-it-was the host's duty to start the dancing; I
remember-being invited to a great many parties during.'
high school days; and thought it was because cf myself..



I,t:wasn...t...soo-.'rears later I discovered that my mother
would telephone her friendsand remind them to ask their
children to-include me in their parties.;

Perhaps in this way I made no genuine friendships.
Just the same, I enjoyed myself, and by the time I gradua
ted-from high sbhool, I was able to pick out my own
friends...

.I was fortunate to have understanding teachers at
the school for the-deaf. One teacher assigned a BorScou.t
to .be my ifbrotheri!. Livery day he called me after school,
armed.with,word games.,that the teacher gave him; We'd
play th.e;games on.our way home on the trolley.; , He-would
then the neighborhood boys together and form a
basketball team for me to .play with"0.

Still another teacher would have hex own daughter's
class exchange visits with our.class once a year; We. -

participated together in the classroom and on the playground.
I could continueliffeik&tively"0 I.think I have...,

indicated.enough examplei TT; ixevree my thesis that social
situations for deaf children must be consciously and even
artificially .createdt; These children cannot be expecte ,. to
mature socially in isolation.,-to cope with. the demands of
the 4earing-world in a.vacuum; Every avenue to social
maturity must be kept open for them; The sooner they are
expose4 to the world, the easier it bebomes for them to
maturcz.

.. What do X naan by social maturity? I am not a social
scientist, and I cannot precisel7 state how social maturity
io measured and' defined by the standards of the hearing
world;-of the hoaxing communityv and even of the hearing
family;
It. is .conmon knowledge, however, that what applies to a
social qituation at a &ran place and a given time cannot
apply.equally to the same situation at another time and _

place; It depends on a variable, that a the individual;



.Ouce we understand the fact that every person cannot

be expected to have the same sort of personality, we can

easily'accept.bhan for themselves;.-In turn, we can theC

accept ourselves and our hearing handicaps;

. Social preparedness is thus necespar7 to achielve sudh

an attitude;t- It-is immediately apparent the mlnute you

walk Wo a room.

Who-isn't-attracted to a person with a ready smile

and a-cheerful countenance? I know from experience that

they go far%in Minimizing the'fact that / an deaf;

Nine times out of tent I've discovered; people wait. -

for.one another to make the initial approach in social mute-

cta; I therefore makn it a point of going at least ninety

per-cebt of the way in establidhing a social rapport with

themt I try to understand them as people and often succeed

in breaking down their barrierst;

It has_been no-easy pzocess for me_to.develop-as a

socialLbeing; I do not.say that everybody_can suffer and

sweat.as I did_in_changing from-sh_introvert into an-

extrovert However, some of the coworkers in my office

have applied*.my way of thinking to their own livist.and--

they found suddenly that they were no longer.lonely-0 _They-

discovered as I have.that,there are many interesting people

in-the.sorld.,.and that in order io keep up with.them

vontinuous acquisition of knowledge is necessary;

All in all; one must have experience in order to.

gain.a knowledge of_the aorldt-andt, in turn, to.devel&p...

a social personality in.relation to.the world he must meet.*

.. believe that such social7adju9tment leads.to

succesSful vocational_adjustment* Social confidence leads

to.confidence in one's ability.* I can state but a.few

examples among my deaf friends; -Medical illustrator,- _.

mathematician, architect, photographer, editor, engineer*

They all could not have achieved such interesting occupa-

tions without first preparing themselves socially as well
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as-educationallyo A.s for myself, I do not see how I could

work in a publidhing-house with forty other people and get

.famag_well with them', or.how I could bandle rights and

permissions_for_our bodks without the kind of social and
go+

academic_ education I. luzde

.._Parents,..teachers, and the public must be educated

to_seethat.learning owortunities are expanded and .

extended.for_their deaf ohillren; It is.the hope of deaf

adults.everywhere that audh educatidn will be recognized

as a birthright for each childo
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PftOBLEM OF TEXT BOOKS .AND SCHOOL APPLIANCES

PoR VOCATIONACk EDUCATION OF DEAF ADULTS

/The paper/

Problems of theoiOtiOal development.of text books for the
. 12

deaf on various tradeeare not iiceiving sufficient attention

while the vocationaljeducational establishmentslare badly"in

need of text books.
'4'

The deaf do not-usecthe text.books.by trades.issued for

the normally bearingli4ple because',the complexi,ty of the style

and the structure:ofthe'material'and a.large amount of unfa-

miliar words make a text,bookvery hard to understand.'

Statistics analysislof texts of a'manual on plumbingx/

kevealed that every;chapter'of this book contained on the

average up to 1,150 different imrds'and therivere rarely re-

peated.

If usually the advantages of the language of any composition

are valued higher iflh&variety of words the author is using
..

is great then in respect to tho literature for the deaf another

principle is valid:the richer and.the bigger is the vocabulary

of the book," the less understandable it is for the deaf: Con

sequelltly the adapted.literatUre'will be the most.valuable for

the practical purposes.

The requirements'for the adapting of text books are the

following:

a/ the maximum of the.pieviously,learned Words should be

used in the book;

b/ new words should be.introdiicediin the texts gradually;

c/ the style of 'composition shOuld ensure theoptilial re-
.

peatedness of these words;

x/ N.N. Hropivnitsky "General Course of Plumbing".
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0/ the words forlthe text book shOuld be selected with

the_s,trict_aecount of the importaice for.studxing.t4isor

that topic.

Probably, the first three requirements could be ful-,

filed on the basis of empiiic experience of text book compi-

lers, it is necessary to have materials achieved thTough,spe-

cial lexical analysis and selection to fulfil the ',alit require-

ment. The method of statistic Studies of both.the.spoken and

the written language4is the generally recognie!ed method of

selection of the most important words It cons/lets of coun-

ting theAotal amount of words in'te*s on definite topic and

of definite volume, the.fpllowing summing up of tbe frequency

of use of every word.: Lists are obtained as a result where

the frequency of use of every word and the number of studied

texts are indicated. They are the socalled frequency digtio-

naries., The most frequent words are recognized in linguistics
"

to be the most nicess4ry, the bas,io ones.

Dictionaries-minimums 'are compiled on the basis of the fre-

quency dictionaries A diationary.ominimum shomliA include the

amount of ivords , whose knowledge, ensures the understanding of

a text,of definite volume.' Linguists hive established that,the

knowledge of g000 of the most frequently encountered words

make it possible for a foreigner to understand 70-80 per cent
.x/.of the.text containing 10,000 words._Fincling out.of a similar

rule appliable.to the deaf is the topic of special studies.

The first experience on compiling the dictionary-minimum for

the vocational education of the deaf to become plumbers is al-

ready being compiled.

The statistical-processing of texts is accomplished by

means of electronic computers.

The total amount of different words in three books was

70000. A rough division of the'vocabulary of text books for

the generally used and techniCal leicicolegy was accomplished

in the course of the analysis and as a result,it was establi-

,shed that'the téchnical text contained 56,12 per cent,of ,the

generally used lexlcology., This generally used lex14ology was

x/RoM. Frumkina "Statistical Methods of Lexicology Studieso,
Moscow, Publishing House "Nauka", 1964,
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to be redUced first , of all0, The .redUction was to .be done by

eliminating the most rarely used words, which were: used- bY

the author in abundance for the sake of.the richness-of-the

'style and by finding out the dominating synonims prefixess

roots. and suffixes.

_The technical:lexieology Could also be reduced though,in

a smaller degree as it does mot have-clear differentiation

and uniZormity of terminclogyo7

-.The list of.wOrds thus obtainedishould becomethelexico-

logyHbasis and the lexicology standard for.the oompilerss

editors ol* text books'by-trades tut the work on:the selec-

tion of lexicologyfor text books does not -solve the problem

of text books.' The development.of the structure.orthe text

book material which isvvery important for the successful ma-

stering of knowledge is an important problem in:this issue.

'The structure of the material of text books for thedeaf

should be a resuMof the basic principles reflecting the

peculiarities of peroeption and t4inking of the-deaf. In

our opinion everything'is important here; the system of

training tasks dtsolosIng the,essence of the material,and:

the form of delivery of the material - the typesHportionivof

text; illustrations eto.

The experimental specification of the peculiarities of

ihe structure and delivery of.the material to the deaf is an

important link of the problem.

The next essential problem.is,the. problem of using visual

aids in vocational education and especially the use of visual

aids for the aocumulation and mastering of the_vocational dic-

tionary. /The fact of existence of the dictionary-minimum

does not solve the'problem of the methods of accumulation and
,

meiorizing of the diotionary/c

Two-language dictionaries are used to teach foxeigners.

This method gives nothing to the deaf ae in: such cases the

knowledge of one unknown word is disclosed by means of other

words which are also unfamiliarc; The deaf nted a special dic-

tionary which would disclose the meaning of the word by means

of an illustrations or in other wordss a picture dictionary.

A picture dictiomary will become an 4original kichool appliances



-whioh Could be uSed both for learning words and for under-

standing technical texts.

The authOr'of this'paper has already began to compile a

picture dictionOry and an experimental work,is carried,out

to find out the conditions and .the peculiarities of under-

standings.worit batiting on a picture.It has been established

in the course of studies that the understanding of short pro-

dilation ;InstrucAions'is 20 times higher when they are based.

on a picture* But the success of understanding a word basing

on a picture is.different,in.different pupile. Some peculia-

rities of understanding a-picture which are sometimes expres-

sed in a concrete though,it.happe.ns in an incomplete or dis.

torted understanding 'of:the:picture have been found out. The

success of underitanding a word ba4ing on a picture depends

chiefly en the leVel:of the lexical and logical.mode of-thin-

king of the deaf and the level of knowledge and practical Eqcill.

And at. last thefinal link_of.the problem in question i.e.

the preparation ofthe methodical guidance for the text books

on vocational.education for.it has been practically established

that many will made text books are not sufficiently recognized

neither by the pupils nOt the teachers bicause the latter. do

not have a key to the text book, i.e. methodical guidance.

C.

1.
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SOCIAL AND ITOC&TIONAL ADJUSTMENT OF HA.RD OF HEARING CHILDREN

An YOUTH

/The 'papet/

10 The situation when I started as a counsellor for the

ghl1ggal.E.149.agglal schspls tor the hard of heariqg

The pupils were referred £1,.rm the hearing Center to

my office at the age of 14-16 years in the last-grade-0_

For a long time9 they had been in sheltered school surround-

ings9 the teachers speaking loudly and distinct419 with few

,

pupils in each class and other consideration to the hearing

loss;, In the homes too these children most often had been

sheLtered_in a similar way* There could bowever be soma.

homes denying the hearing lost', causing even more isolation

in the family situation* These circumstances caused lack

of acceptance of the hearitg loss when focussing jobirselec-

tiont-both considering possibilities and limibs; and it

was often a very, hard job fox me to.turn pupil and parents

over into more realistic selections* They either showed

great-disappointment or got aggressivei when I tried to.

turn.t4em sway from jobTseleotion about which'I kmew for
certain9.they could not ilianage with the hearing:01mm0

Moat made this situation even more problematic was ,

that many of the children had put away their hearingboaid

and-were not to persuade to weer it at work* iftichological

blockings and immaturity were flourishing; so that this

voCational adjustment and start of grown=up life often
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turned out to be a failure and a very painfull one

indeed. The handicap and all these mentioned factors

had made these youngster more sensitive with less resis-

tence to meet and cope with the problems of life.

20 The-children with bearin loss in other social

institutions

,.--_:Wether:it was in the Child's Welfare or in other

social-Institutions for handicapped children, the hearing

loss:Was often_not fully understood and coped with cons-

tructively considering adjustment to the.hearing aid,

the-teaching of.speeoh.and language special help to

difficult school-subjects, where the hearing loss cause

limits .:La following the teaching properly..Baither the..

staff nor the child and the parents were really aware of

the special problems of the bearing loss.

3..The hard of.fhearins.claildrenin the_normal.school,_

_ Tholigh the.bearing loss of these children moistly

Was a Moderate onel,the_adjustment showed the same prob-

lems as mentioned above..

'Rat surprised me most was to see, that maladjuat-

ment, immaturity and lack of schkolpanowledge in.this

group of hard of hearing children were often reaching an

extent:mudb. worse than that of the degree of the'hearing

loss should indicate. A moderate hearing.lOss when. not ,

coped with properly could thus develop.into a great bandi--

cap.;. Opposite lou could.see children.with. great .6r campli-

cated_hearing losses adjusting amaxingly well beeing able

to fol1oe4.the.teaching at schooLThe.psychological inswer

to this is; that you do react_to th6 handicap aCcordingly

to the pattern of the personality primatly more than to the

degree of the handicap.. Therefore the climate at the -

school and in the home is'of such,great importance:, It

should_give.the.children optimal possibilities,to.develop

into maturity accordingly to their_pattera of personality

meeting their needs constructively..
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Th2.211n.I.worked. out

10 In the s ecial schools for the hard of.hgarins.ghlatta.

. I soca realisede that the vocational adjustment had to

start earlier from the above mentioned problems arisinge

and that our program had to integrate into the school program

at the age9 when child and parents start to focus job selec-

tient; I tried first at the age of 12 yearse but the children

were still so much at the play plane so you could not stir

their interest for work and grown-up life yet0 We must

take in consideration that.the aurally handicapped children

do reach maturity later than the normal hearing children()

Maturity does to a great extend come from what children

hear grown-ups talk about in the social life around themo---

Much of this do not come into the auditive radius of these

childreno But at the age of 13 to 14 years the pupils

were as aXert and eager an audience as you could wish.°

Before staring this vocational adjustment program at :

the-school I had the hearing tests fram the hearing cautery

school.records and all sorts of informations about each

at school and lip the home*

The Vto024441.4glidtm202125r0
Prom the public Vocational Guidance Office I got all

the different sorts of material avsilables .books; phamP°

lets; films; toe-records etc0 I started to explain to the

pupils the-claims at work in generale the different groups

of we:A.0 using the above mentioned material to demonstrate

encouraged the children to study the materiale to

work out notes in their books about ite cutting out pictuF*

res to put into their boase and especially to discuss it

wiUh each other() To many of these children /atd to all

children.at that see/ working conditions is not a compre=

hensive thingt; They have caper no ideas about claims and

conditions, cz vague ideas = most often unrealistic ideas()

These lessons therefore should bring these factors into .

the.childrens' mind in an understandable form to end 131) in

focussing realistic job selections0 In between we visit
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factories, offices; shops and .whatever could.give the..

children.an_idea about the working life*. Sam of.the most

impor4nt part_of thii adjustment program was the-discuss-

t4ese.oircumstances of the working:life-0 Whenloontact-

ing children at schools where a woxiational .counsellor had

gtven a- few.lessons in ,vocational guidance; the.children

had not understand much of what was taugbt- Especially_

hard of hearing children dp.let suah passive teaching pass- .

ing their perception without accepting it or understanding

it, because.the subject for them has no relation to their

understanding_interest .

_When having been talking about the working situations

and claims-in.general we focusthe problems of the hearing .

loss in_the different working.situations and how.to cop*

with it.; _Moat important is in the --vocational adjust- _

ment_program.to discuss openly with these children the poss-

ibilities and limits in the job.selection.owing to the

hearing.loss, as well as to their individual abilities and

the circumstances on the working market on the whole*

Etrents.'.graidance.

AOne,thing became very soon abolutely alear.to me was

that if a vocationpl adjustment program zhould succeed with

hard of.hearing childxen yipu`tai to guide the parents cons-

truattvely about the hearing lossix the job-selecttan;,_

They have their dreams, wishes, fears and, ambitions about

their handicapped child* They too adjust to this problem

accordingly to their pattan of personality* This you must

know and..knom how to use in the parents*.guidatce making._

the_parents active and possittve in the vocational adjust-

ment of their child*

When_I know each bhill personally from the lesson',

at.school rt arrange the first parents meeting at_the .

sahool*: There.too.we discussed the claims possibilities

and airautstances on the working matket :cocussing a meali-

stia..job.selection of.their children* The.preparation te

a parents' meeting included also to find put what each'
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parente watk is, to lead tbs guidance into trails familiar

to them0.: In_fact you_must be .able to.stir their interest

so-muchl_so you really make them active participating in

the discussion:0 _That gives you a realistic opportunity to

see.how they,adjust'to_their handicapped child, if they

really had accepted the.problems0 If not I had to work

with. them to make them go into other traile-leading into

a more realistic acceptance of the problems.0

You cannot say, that all the parents are able to be

lead into .a realistic acceptance0 Their frustrations_and

problems_can be so .deepgoing, that they need more treatment

than I can give0--But on.the whole its very satisfying

indeed, to work7with.the-parents0-Many of them have for years

had. their-fearsto-struggle.with. It is not seldam when

talking to parents-of handicapped sull-preschocl children,_

that they adk me with-fright: "HOw shall.our chlId manage at

work": They admit.in the vocational adjustient program at

the parents' meetings., that they bame.been worrlyng over

this in countless sleepless nightsy and.that it is a great

heli) to take.out these fear.and worries and.discuss,them

openly inthe bright 'daylight instead of turning them

endless over and over in the thoughts at nights. But it_.

is necessary to emphazise, that such parents guidance only

cen_be given by knowing the hearing problems of each child

as well as the actual working situations0. In many cases.

we.have had hard of hearing children referred from the hear-

ing center.the Isaring therapists, teachers at scbool.and

also.the counsellors tram the public vocational guidance

office given the child and ths paxents a vocational guidance

so_wronayand impossibly.to realize either owing to the

hearing loss.or the working situations,:). That makes our

guidance more complicated then necessary0'

Prevolllional.Placement

_ Six.years ago a teacher at one of ths special schools

for .the hard of hsaring children here in Copenhagen started

a prevocational placement programo For two years I worked
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4th him.on this program, when he left the,school. 84.nce

then Ilave continued op..my orn; When we.started, the-

prevocational placement was in a_very experimental state

in this country, so we have to build it up entirely on

our own only with inspiration from.the internationallite-

rature on the subject. We were however soon convinced,

about-the.facto-that_if prevocational placement was good

for non-handicapped.childron A...m.1 must for the hard

cogjaarkmAALImat. MUch of whatleads-to-maturity.-
comes tram what-the_children bear around them, not at.

least the whole abstract life. A. lot.of this the hard of

hearing child misses, so you have to bring it inside its

auditive radius and perception to make them.develop into

maturity.and.to prepare them for grown-up-aife and work..

Alas-the time-is too limit-to:go into-details with
the_prevocational_placement programm It could be-a sopa-

rate.paper-itself, so many interesting'experiences-we-had .

in it. _But I have.to mention shortly that we-prepared the

employerb tCreceivs ths.children, xplained on.beforehand

how to cope with.the_bearing loss;_liptitudi tests were

taken - and we prepared.the children-intensely before eadh

placement. Afterwards we Aiscussed what the .employer had

Caid.abput.the_child's.working capacities, what the child

had felt and.learnt, we.had parents° meeting about the

results.as_well and discussed it toe with the teachers.at

the sc400l.;. .It is true;_that iou cannot tell..from I or 2

weeks of prevOcational placemnts rather a-hard of hearing

child can be a carpenter, a printeri-a.clesk, or anything

elset.the qme ia_far toe short for.thap* but you.cantell

fmcm.it wether the ph Id is relAzawzDajansai, You..

dee.how-t461.:adjutpt0-different'wprking situatfonet-wet4er

they can hear and understand and waek oit.instruatione.,-how

'pm handle tools.and how they adjust to other people_in_

the"waaing situations, in groups or single;,-The children

showing too much immaturity we recommend...prolonged sclrol

...and it is amazingly.te aee what one more.year-st school .

in that age can work out miracles in better adjustment and



maturity° A maladjustment at wogk for a handicapped child

however can mean such a mental.damage whidh can take years

to beal and sometimes it la never healed fully°

The-VOARtipmal.Ggdano%ag.The.Hari of Heving=Children.

in.othekAccial.Institutions

Where the main handicaps is not the hearing /oast) the

vooational guidance of mine is limit to guide the staffs) the

parents /if necessary/ and the counsellor placing the child

at work in-the hearing.problems on the basis of the hearing

tests... 1r4mc cannot be several persons doing the vocational

placementt one-must have the contact with the-ahild and.the

responsibility° But I do follow the_child till I see9 that

the hearing loss_is_aved with constructively inIthe job

selection and the-following training;
- .Ir :e - Z

Th2.12A44.2t.h2AXIIii.Phildren in t4e 12P-TNAl=e-t3h001

The children and the parents are referred to m/ office

where I give theava siuilar vocational guidance in personal

interviews* Afterwards i guide,tho counsellors; the employ-

ers and teachers at training centers how to cop* with the -

hearing loss in working and teaching situations;.and 1 fol..

low_the young people checking them regularly to see is ne

bloakings because of' the hearing loss°.

I mant.to emphasize the necessity of guiding the -

moderate_aurally handicapped too;. The great and_complicated

hearing loss is often easier Wunderstand and accept than. _

that of-the moderateone0 .
The 4ard of 'hearing person himself9

-the parentei_and ether peOple age less capable of aceep-

ting the moderate hsaring loss'0. The pagents.will indignantly

deny there-is a hearing loss og the necessity of wearing ss

The-result.is: that the handicap nAt coped with cons=

tructtvely becomes 6.w:re complicated handicap than .the

degree of the bearing.loss should.indicate Immaturity:

lack of adjustment: Lafik of schatiknowledgov ntt fully dew=

3Gped abilities etc.° etc'0 is the result°. Ott the tthem_band

will a.modorsto-handicap fully coped witk asks the pelves

approaah the ntnhandicapped Mosultius is s tulles and
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happier.life0 The efforts apd the mow used on.the modem

rate aurally handicapped result in an optimal rehabilita-

tion almost reaching normal life*

The Hard of Heaving Youth

Adhieving a hearing loss.afteg leaving schrol gives

quite different problems in adjustment to life and waek

than that of the hard of hearing children* Here the pat-

tern of personality already is fixed9 the trails.of life

more or less.outlined* The hearing loss therefore gall

result in aexious frustration9 depression and other psycho=

ltcal problemsc. Not at least can the contact with the_

other sex be a painful and problematic affair as the hear-

ing.loss gives many problems in cammunicating in the grows

of young people*. The job selection can be a painful affair

as hopes and plans'already fixed and perhaps started have

to be le# and others worked outo

. You have to be able to give a constructive vocational

guidance.to both the young people9 the parents and the.

employers.(; .I often have to let these young people.coms

again and again.to my office to discuss these problems

with them and find ways how to cope with them

VolaticakAuideve.pf.the.hgrd.g.horins.children.and
zoutla in_rural distriaps

The mentioned programs here can only be worked out

in cities where there is either special schools or classes

for hard of hearing children9 or where children and youth

can be referred to an office for personal-interviews* In.

mural.districts a travelling counsellor from our office is

visiting tb.le homes of the clients giving them the vocational

guidance there9 contacting schools9 the.local hearing

therapist9 the counsellor cn speAel education and the voca-

tional guidance office9 LI work placement shall be done .

there9 or a.rehabilitation center9 au institution or wheso-

ever and whatsoever having conbact with the client seeing

that the hearing loss is coped with realistiuly and cons

tructively*

to.

A



Fulureglans

Prom 15 years of experience withvocational guidance

of hard of hearing youth I am-convinced about the fact, .

that_the social and vocatiOnal adjustment should work thro-

ughout the whole.schoollife* The immaturity and isolation.

of.the auxally handicapped .chi3d should be coped with all

life_throug40 It is nt enough.to learn the children.

speech and language* All what is outside their audiative

radius.should ba.broughtAnside it, and the passivity so.

many.of_these children fax :bop often_sink, in to should be.'

conquered through muchzroup acOmity od,activelearning
insteact.of just learnitg,words and:common knowledge aloneo

With. such a social adjustment program throughout the school

life and.with:help frot psychologists to pope with-problems

in-this process, the children would be far bet.ter refidy for

work and_grow4-qP lip than they are to-dayc_.:

... The program with.them22121_,ROcALLARLAREEIIIIR
hard_of hearing_Allitta. as described before,As a good.

aud'construotilmily ow Which with a trained staff can wOrk

out fine results*._

Similar plans should be worked out for otheg handeggt:

Red children with hearing loss, s we only intOitate w&th

guidance about the hearing loss* As .it is now, it.is nOt

enoug4 they should be even better prepared for wotk to

reach optimal .rehabilitation

In the normal school the hard of hearing.children

need fisimilar vocational adjustment program as described

with earlier .atsistance_of the speaial counsellor from

the hearing welfar,e"... We.need more people.trained to work-

out such programs:, se each hard cf.hearing child whereever

it liveso.can get_the 'chance .of a c4onstructive social and

vocational adjustient program carried out by.experts in._

audiology and in-the wptking situation, se there is enough

time tO give to reachsatisfying results*
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The ends X myself has had the experience to grow up
as a hard of_ heoring child in a time with no hearing aids
to compensate the hearing loss properly; with no welfare
expect for the deaf; and last but not least with very
little if any understanding of the problems and how to
cope with :hento .-I have bad. the wonderful experince to
get a modern hearing aid giving me almost full compensa---
tion for the hearing loss causing a new life to begin for
me then.

t4irdc you will all understand the satisfying
feelings for me to work with these children and cause

they escape the bitter and painful experiennes I
had in childhood any youth and see them happy and using
their abilities and possibilities to the fuil extend
living as citizen on the same level than that of their
normalhearing fellows()
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AN ASPECT ON TIM VOCATIONAL REHA,BILITATiON OF THE EMU
YOUTH IN DENMARK

/The paPert

--Denmark 1,s a small country with .only 407 milliom
people _Out of ..these 40.7 million people we..reckon, 209,00Q
to...belong.tp.-the hard,soft..hearing group and about 3 500 to
belong ta the_deaf-group; .

The..first question you may ask is; How do you know
that? 'How do you separate :one group, from '. the other? _ Let
me - say _so at -once:- I sha4 not be able to give you7.a battsp
factory .to...tia.is question.. of .which, I-all.sure, t1,3.ere,are
as .many ag_there are peopla worktng _in :this
field; and which -.again I .feel sure - :is. the Arigin o -

4any discussions and mistakes among people working with the
hearing-handipapPedo .

,....-But let_us just.for the moment agree that:
hard:a.of-hearing.Person is, in the social aspe0t,

hetiting.43aadital3P-ed-person who has supceeded in- ap u ring
an almost normal.language and understaitdable speecirwho, .

by means of.his hearing aid, is able to follow a conversa-
tion in-private by lispening, and .

A deaf person is , in the social aspect, a hearing-handica-
ppOd-person wit,h damaged speech and language development.
who-1.in order to .follow a private conversation, must
chiefly rely on lip-reading, and here T. am only. speaking
,about the deaf group°.
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The, welfare services for the 'deaf in:Denmark are..
based..upon the tot of 1950 com4dning provisions for deaf
and4hard of hearing; Before this act there have been
earl,ier acts, and we, ate proud to say that the first .act
providing for compulsory education a the deaf came as
ear1y4as in 1807;-the first not 1.1.2 thin field I .believe

.in the_world0 For. the deaf children a special`vocational
guidance, ptarta--cluring the last but one 9 and the-lset:
seheWyears0 This.guidance is run by consultants-for the
deaf a whlich..we-have. 7 scatPered all over the country.
These consultants give .vocational.guidance;..both indivi-
dually and.during .class education; -4t.the same .time .9- a --
teamwork io establiehed comprising Om school-the parents,
the..epecial school 'dootor, ttv psychologist, and the con-!
sultant in order.to _lay down the mitin lines for .the later,
occupattonal placement and this teitiwork continues during
the occupational _training; 4. 4.

,Aftir 'the compUlaury 9 years in the state schools,.
1 :.or.2-:.years ;of .ccintinuation-,school.'education is offered;
pie',..continuation school is.placed in the middle of the
bountryi..it. is a boarding school giving preinvoceitional
educOicin, and .besides the school offers further education
for the gifted.part Of the hearinghandicapped cliildren_whe
unable to benefit..from further eaucation in..the Ordinary
ichools.; .95% of all' children from the State Schools for
the deaf-want.to go to the contthiation scho04:0

-..kfter t4e continuation school. /I'as finished; it is-
the task of .. the -consultants to assist :the young deaf if
the$ 'want it.- to 'f ind suitable 'employment and also to be
at-the- disposal of the,Iemployer in all matters concerning
the handicol*d.Person.

100%_of the .deaf group accept the offer fox ass istan-
ce frome, consultant-for the deaf°

consul.tants co-operate with the rehab4itation
centret3;of which vle have 12 scattered all over the country;



.Utder the_rehabilitation Lot of 1960 it is possible

to give economic support to every handicapped person, .

includirs hearing-bandicapped young people, during their

vocational training* This means that no young handicapped

person in Denmark has to give up a vocational training

for economic reasons0_ _

--- -The consultant for the hearing handicapped wOrks

here it close co-operation with the rehabilitation.centres,

and we_are responsible to.the authorities for the vocatio.,.

nal-training scheme set up:by us - as already said, in .co--

e-operation-with the school, the parents, and the younf deaf

person_- and the-rehabilitation centre being expedient in

view.of the handicap and for the satisfactory work on the

part of the- young handicapped person;"

--Hbw do we run-this service System? If a young deaf

has-found out be e0g* wants to be a mechanic and wants

assistance in finding a job, the_consultant for the deaf

is obliged to help him in the searching out an apprenti-

ceship., _ "_.

"In Denmark we have hundred years tradition for

starting-out the young -school-leavers - hearing as well

as_deaf,- in an apprenticeship as skilled workers within

trade-and_industry0 An investigation in this field 'has

shown; that-about 70%.of all deaf school-leavers in

Denmark.start their Vocational training as an apprentice;

This educational system involves as a rUle 4 years

practical-training at a pOyate employer before they get

their certificate of having finished their apprenticeship*

- --In 1956 there came a law deciding that the young .

apPrentices.during the 4 years beside the practical work

have,to.attend_an ordinary technical school tor theoretical

training 6 or_8 weeks each yearv- and having no special_

schoolf&r 4earing handicapped ptrsons the young 4eaf has

to attend the technical.education together with the heac=4,

ing youth;* It.is_obvi.ous0-that the dpaf apprentice will

get vady limited advantages of the school if no special



facilitis e4'0 interpreters or gpecial teachers are avai- .

lable- We:found outs_that we have deaf apprentices scatte-

red-all over the country, - and_if no special efforts were

shoWns.._theycould be Spreéd4n about-50.different techni-

cal schools, .according to their geogratical position and

choose of trade0_

-Ls it was impossible .to find interpreters or special

teadhersto.serve .50 different scbools_we-found_it more -

practicaZ pocentralize our-efgorts.in one single .place.0

In Copenhagen we have several, technical schoolS and almost

allAifferehts trades repreaented-- and in Copenhagen we

have numerous skil.led intempreters

- Whervphe mew.--la* for the-technical education,were

carried out_and-all_the schools builded we'had negotiations

wl,th-the-board4or he_technical education and the board-
.

agreeds that regardlest the deaf apprentices:domieilei be
might lie:.accepted on.the,similar.school inCopenhagen;._ _

PorLexample., adelifmectianic apprentice:living in south

Juq.and shOld'have.gone:to.school in.that part of the

Country if he was bearing; now he goes to_Copenhagen9 Where

Ave_ha4...built. up a_central for interpreters_and teachOs re-
ady:to help the deaf apPrentices in the educationiituam

tion;

_Zach.pime the consultants for the .deaf arrange-an

apprenticeships he_report to thecentral in.Copenlyigeao

We..get_into co#act with the special technical schools

and arrange with the technical-teachers:to whap extend

it.is-AP9essary with-interpreters for_the.deaf;_ In the- -

beginning some-of the-schools were very Sceptic0:::Wouldn7t

it be-difficult for an ordinary teacher _to. techs .knowing

an-i0erpreter sitting-in the:class roam interpreting-eadh

word-he-sayso- Woulde,t-it disturb the other aPprentices4-

having -this strange person sitting next-to-the.deaf-i,pupils

speaking this.silent language* Wouldn't tt be a strange

situation?_Alome.of.the-schools.founditAuite unneceSsary

and ments that the ordinary teachers might be able to
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teach 'a deaf apprentice as . well as a...hearing -one* But as
time-ts..pasqing ,en; all the .fixohnical schools with-no ---
excePtions have found-out; that a deaf apprentice hav the
same right...to learn about hie trade as a, hearing one0 -
The y. have-accepted.; that a teacher-trained .in.teaching
hea4ng pupils.is-liMited_in teaching .the ,deaf youth; nd-

when p and when necoessary supporting
teachers' =!.. they accept.:..with. gratitude: -Of course we
couldn't affoid to...interpret every lecture -gi.ven the:.....
dea aPprentices; ve-have simply not enough interpreters
able to4nterpre t ..simiulpaneous170 And it is no t necessary.

The expeiience_has shown; that an average of '§ interpretaP
tioA4oura a-week.isl:Satisfactory when sle help a craftsman
apprentice .within trade and _industry.*

also try to help the special gifted deaf to
higherbeducationti... Today we among oViers..bave aL.boy. with
his.-ain.interpreterf-paid according.to..the Rehabilitations Act

32.,:hours. a week if? in order to_give.:14m.ersecondary school
education;.= and similar-we have a-young .deaf girl attending
a -social :college.. in, . order to ..be . a rebabilita t ion .officer...P -

whe.too gets..atroup 20 .1.nterpretation,:laclqrs a week! complete-
ly:pump-of .charge for her; I know perfectly well! that _

yoing .. deaf persons all over - the world 'go to hearing colleges; .

and-..even. universipies Without any ..interpreters ;whabsoeve4 'and

even p: so is told Pk_with;great-succes; great* adVantage ,and
withab,put .100% procecida; I mutO .confess; titat, I doOt
little-this as4ertion:,....3ven. how .1?rilliant yon ate, how .-
tierfOot;you.can-Ilp-read, T. there must be communication limi-
tations ;.-. it-teacher-writing on the blackboard with his back
to 4.e -audience-is . impossible 'to lipread, .4 deaf student -

without an..inperpreter must a3.most:100% rely on the notes of
his-comrades. or..read for himself; and compared. to tho
alaims.:of our dantsh.educational 3ystemn this woulent work
in practito4;
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That is why we.have discussed which system we.should.

choose.in order to give the deaf yo0h the optimal vocatio-
nal..possibili4es; We could; 1/ either build up a special
vocational school foz deaf or 2/ build up a ,vocational
s&stem_where_the deaf are integrated_among the-hearing
students, supported with interpreters and supproting
teachers';''

_ Being a lt6tle country with only a limited number- -
of. deaf it would be very diffl.cult to bul.ld up a vocatio-,
nal.,training system only for 93.e 'deaf wiih ail different
trades and possibilities represented:- We donit want to

limit: the.-young deaf in tb.eir possibilities' for_vocational
choise ne14her_the young deaf craftsmen nor the young..
dea'f wariflng higher education on college and .university
level* -That is-w/4 we - at the momeht have. chosen to .go
the discribed__way 9 to . build Up_a vocational ,raining system
for_the 'deaf among the ordinary system...for the _hearing _
people9 - 'but extended with interpreters and supporting ._-

teachers'0-. In this way we presume,. we at the same time ars
working _Jai the spirit of normalisation; . .

. The great obstacle is to get enough skilled Interpre;.
tars*

_To be-an interpreter in the above mentioned situations
'fluent4 interpretat ion 9.- thitk means both

simultanously interpretation and ability of knowing for
whom-yciu.inteivret'-and how.you.in the best way lan_giVe
exactly hit the_lecture given by the.."hearine. teacher-0- -AA_
intimate ability of-using sign language is abttolUtely neace-
ssaryi- Our experiences has showni that it is impossible to
interpret simoultanousli in a lecture situation without
signso --- . -

Well, I admit it soind like a 'paradox that we, 'in our
efforts to .norma-lise the deaf population must stimulate ,our
teachers-in -learning sign.languagei --the sign language'
being .-the great ,stumbl.ing block, separating the deaf from -the
hearing:- I personally think the point is to know when and
how-to use the s*gnsil In Denmark' we are trying to, follow
up-th.e-situation, and being a little country we are in-the
lucky-situation-to know almost every single deaf school.--
leaver- and in our follow- up work to_ cope ..the situation-and
control if we-are choosing the -right waye
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LEGISLATION AND TM DEAF IN ITALY

/Communication/

Nature cadowed man with the supreme gift, intellect,

and besides it, wit,h other organs and senses that make him

complete physically and morally, that are indispensable to

him in carrying on.his various activities. Those who, by

birth or due to acquired deseases are ladking same of the

elements essential to life in society, are deficients, and

as such they cannot be considered free men. In fact, it

is-true.that liberty is born with man and exerts and deve-.

lops itself4n all human activities, but we consider really

free, only the man who can give the best of bimself in the

field that he_chooses,.without internal or external limita-

tions or coercions. Thus, in modern times, the "bomo

civilis" thought of the deficients, and our society tried

to give-them belp and consolation; .

Italian legislators, in fact, in the RD of November 19,

1889 NO. 6335, saw, for the.first time, the need to provide

a shelter for all those who, due to mental or i)hysical

deficiencies,, could not take care of themselves.

.Of course, they were not thinking, as yet, of any

particular type of desease or need, and what the State
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offered, lodked very much like charity and human.solida-

rity* .It_was only a year later, with the law No.(' 6972 of_

July 79 18909 when welfare institutions were created, that

Italian legislators began to distinguish the various cate-

gories of the unable to work, including deaf-mutes, and

considered the possibility to cure them* -

. This meant that they were already thinking of

recovering them in order to put them into society as active

members of.it* But they were still far from the modern

idea of recovery", as we intend it today when we 'speak of

public welfare in favor of deaf-mutes and other'handicapped

people*

.And the State still does not seem to realize it,

when in March 19349 with the law No0 383, it cohordinated

the Commonal and Provincial laws, charatg the Provinces

with the expenses for poor re-educable deaf-mutes0 However,

they seem to have already a clearer vision of the problem,

whidh begins to be considered as not only a human but als

a social problem*

Legislators are concerned with the recovery of deaf-

-mutes, and other deficients; and begin to plan various -

institutions in order to grant them a specialized teaching*

Thus, school becomes for them also, a training of life and

thought*

However, we had to wait till the end of the second

world-war and the advent of democracy in order to see such

problems met with, more social purposes and scientific

methods0 The Constitution of the Italian Republic, in

fact, being based on work, and by granting the same rights

to all citizens, indipendently of their race or wealth,

recognized implicitly, the full liberty of all those

affected by any kind of infirmities; and consequenvly it

bound itself to remove all possible'obstacles that might

hinder the development of their personalities and their .

participation in the political, economic and social organi-

zation of the country*
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Thus special schools for deaf-mutes were developed,

qnd the managing and teaching staff of such schools, wes

granted the sans rights as the one of other State Gramnar

Schools* Then, foreseeng the specialization in the diffe-

rent categories, the organization of the various systema

of assistance was cured, and with, the law No0 698 of

August 219 1950 the "N9tiona1 Agency" for the Protection

and Welfare of deaf-mutes was given Official recognition as

a moral institutione This institution, whidh is controlled

by the Ministry of the Interior, has the teak of assisting

and .curing deaf-mutes, of recovering them and unabling

them to become acttve members of our dynamic modern society('

So, to the concept of charity we have substituted a concept

of sociality, and the personality of a deaf-mute ma7 deve-

lop within society itc31f

All these attempts and plans, whidh developed through

70 years of our history, found their crowning in the law

Noe 308 of March 139 1958, which compels all government

institutions with more than 300 employees, to employ a certain

percentage '_;2 deaf-oztes, which varies from 11% to 3%; /per

cent/, according o the case.

The provtslf) of the law considered.as the last link

of a phain not yet completed, finds its insptration in the

modern welfare trend, which grants the duly qualified

handicapped, an occupation consistent with their infirmities,

so as to make them active members in the life of the

country, and not a dead weight on societie

. Of course, this assures also the self-assertion of

deaf-mutesl.and grants them the development of their moral

and intellectual endowmentse
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THE PIESPZT SITUATION OP THE DEAF MILDEW AND ADULTS IN

THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE SOCIETY OP puma WITH NORMAL HEARING

AND CONCLUSION THAT' MAY BE-DRAWN FROM eats
/Introductory Paper/

---The-World Congress of the Deaf provides a convenient

opportunity for having a look-at-the situation of the deaf

almost.all over-the world, perceiving it such as it is in

fact* .with all its positive and negative aspects, fOr an

analysis of the progress that has lann made recently with

regard-to the situation of the deaf, and of the process of

4,ringing Wm into the normal life of the community of the

hearing.,, of the. conditions and means that should serve this

aim whiCh.ware.continuously guided Ivo .

To have a common language on this subject /and there

are.hete.in.the hall representatives a 35 state8 of all

regions of the.world/ let us define at the beginning 00-

shpuld be understood-under the situation of the deaf in the

mi4eu...of:the.hearingi; I think that we shall approach this

problem properlyAf.we speak abouts their situation in. the

9,20AjaisiggLe 'time and:tlailLzalasALEatLe

.14hirleirel attained by the deaf in these forms of Ufa'

is an êxpenent of their standard of life at all and deter-

mine their situation in the community of the hearing*
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kltbough there are differences between various parts of the
world in their social, economic and cultural situuticn, we
shall perhaps agree,all that the above forms of life are
with.certain modifications common to all people all Over
the world, 1.nc1uding the deaf, as they result from basic
human needs* I have used the words "with certain Rodin-

.

cations", because, for instance, thestructure of the
family in.certain regions of the Par East /Joined families/

is different from thap in .Europerunde;.every geographic
latitude the physical and tiehnical conditions of
work are different and a different function is fulfilled.

by-leisure tine /in some developing countries where a scar-
city of labour pOsts exists, the concept of leisure time .

has a different meaning/0 To achieve an appropriate stan-
dard in.these forms of_lifw-and to meet the needs within
than, various means and slightly different methods are used,
nevertheless all of us the world over are guided by one .

cammos aim: to make tbe situation of the deaf the same as
is the sitUation of the hearing, so that the former could

share together with the latter Us daily toils and successes
of the community and the country they live in0

. It is werth reflecting at the beginning what the
situation of the deaf, as covered to that of the hearing,
should be_like0

. There is on this subject a misunderstanding here and
there not only with regard to the deaf, but also with regard
to other disabled people; When durins the forties and -

fifties the aims and programmes of rehabilitation were being

fbrmulated, we said that the position of the disabled -.-

should bes .7equal to that of the healthe, "equal tc that
of the hearing".0hat they can "replace the healthvin

every situatiotly, that "the results of their work are equal .

to those.of nonainvalid8" etc0._

_These are statements whidh we consider as right', but

in the'atmosphave of enthusiasm for the rehabilitation of
the_disabled people., their individual differences and the
diversity of their living conditions, as well as the need



for applying different methods of rehabilitations depending

on the case and situatimns were confounded for scime time;

The debates of the Congress under the slogan "The

Deaf_among the .Heartng" shpuld provide an opportunity for

a .04cussion on what t and what should be their place

among the hearings taking into account the effects of disa-

blements their present conditions of life and the means at

our disposals and the situation of non-invalids among wham

they-liver, -These factors should be assessed appropriately

and on theiv:basis a proper mmdel of the personal and social

life_of the deaf should be built0 so as is.done by every

hearing person who wants.to arrange its life in the mast

correct-way and at the same tins in accordance with the

interests of_otherso.

..The,atarting point is the rehabilitation of the.deaffo

They need;.like ali others /only by slightly different

Methods/0 asaistance in their development and conditions

for finding ways of utilizing their own possibilitiess

abilities and efficiency /to a maxima/9 fqr realiziug

their own problems and difficulties and acquiring fitness

and the knowledge of how to overcome them

How can the situation of the deaf among the hearing

in the contemporary world be evaluated?

The differences in the situation of the deaf in the

yoprld is _enormous* On the one hand there are countries

where almost every deaf person 'is wider medical care and

is given assistance both as child and adults as a result.

of whidh the deer have in a substantial percentage already'

joitied in_the_wo4d of.the hearings.their needs being

.
adequately regulated by legislations and on the other

hand-the services rendered to the deaf areAn many countries

insignificant or.no services,are rendered at alio

-In-characterizing the situation of the deaf in rela-

tion_tothe community of those wha can hear in a very

general ways one must say that it is much worses that in

a way they stand aside in.the community and do not take

full advantage of the existing social serviceso
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- As far .as the place of the deaf within the family
/pArtioularly of the ohild/ is concerned, among its
fiembers.he has more equal rights than the adult deaf later

/in comparison to other members of the.community/; In
cases when the situation.of the family is good then' the
fate of the-deaf child is also better, but never - as- -

already mentioned - to the same degree than that of healthy
children, except sporadic cases.- The reason for this is
the parents universal direct affectiob.for their child,
although with all possible, often negative,. attitudes;
But it is not always so that the ,fate of the.child in a
Oetter -situated family is better* Too many cases.are known
of children.being abandoned, isolated, exploited, .etc.

-As regards access to general education and-vocational
schools;-only in few countries of the Par East;.Europe and
North America:are they. accessible .to..the majority.of the
deaf; _to a different degree and at diftetent-Ievel;- both_
in boarding=house and normal schools* ..But.in Africa, for
instance, ..to the. total number of some.270 million inhabi---
_tants. there are only 50. special schoola for the deaf, which
meet only .1% of-their needs* Neithcr is the situation of_-
the.deaf in-this respect better in asian and south american
countries;:- + 4.4

There is a simi 4ituation with regard to the
preparation of.the dea wOrk and employment* Mostly, in
many regions of.. the world; if deaf people work then,they
do- it in inadequate conditions, in conditions of axploita-
tion, and.most frequently they start working .in defence . of
themselves, sometimes to avoid hunger, procezding from a
correct- instinctive assumptiqn that it is only this road
that leads to gaining an adequate place in the community.

In an asian country there is a law in force up. to now
banning the employment of disabled persons; including the
deaf, while in others - though there are no negative rules

the daily practice., based on traditional postures,
either excludes the deaf from tb.e working people or rail.-
gates them to the worst posts*
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Iieistre time, its senses- is..beqoping evident only

in-4onnection_with_the quantity _and quality _of work _done,.

with-the participation in social life and,the-organization

of.work at all° Where_the deaf do not work or where they

have only odd jobs, the problem of_leisUre time-is, as

already mentioned; of a different charaoter,-for the.whole

effort is aimed.at eetablishing onese1f_in-sometrade0 In

mare_developed_countries the deaf-are confronted, with-

regard to the organization of.leiOure time, with the-same.

Problems as-the hearing; of withsome modification in view -

ok their diffiaulties.in.communicating with others° It must

be noted., however-, that.all over the world in.the existing

situation the deaf spend their_leisure time rather among

themselves, wit4 all the_po.sitive and negative 4toraSeVen..

oas of this° The more frequently they stay among themsel-

ves, the less the hearing know of them°

-Perhaps we shall all admit that deaf people tSke a -

minimum part in.the social life of their milieu of heartag

people° An active part is taken only by few outstanding

individuals°

In the fifties and sixties of this century we are

witnessing good progress in the life of the deaf whidh ia

arranged at a level equal with that of the hearing° -This

taken place under the influence of the enormous progress

of socialist huanism9 of the development of sozial reforms

in many countries, of the development of industry and techF.,

nology and of the idea of invalids° rehabilitation in

generaL_It is.not an accident that in this time:the Wtrld

Federation:of the Deaf which is paving the way for the

ingorporation of the deaf into the ueual milieu of the-. .-

hearingo_has been called .into.being° Our present Congress

is a manifestation of these strivings° likoweve4 despite

all-the-aahievaients; the situation of the deaf in the -

world arouses great anxiety° YU° there continue to exist

though to a lesser extent-factOrs which for centuries have

been hampering the release of the initiitive of the deaf,



t4eir.development and their gaining a positton-equal to

that of-the-hearing;- Among these obetacIpes-are los.ecoucsiO

'and sosial lewel,_the erroneousness_of_the notion-of-deem..

ness /even-among soientists4/, difficulties inAntercommunim

oatioll:) In strivtmg to overcome these difftoulties_both_

parents Old institutions preparing the deaf for work: nuke

very strenuous efforts: The progress in-this field. was

matched by.the progress of the aocio-economic development

and the deVelopment af.the deaf himself', ktie ekill_ind -

efficiene79..02..the improvement of the methods .of teaching

and-educating the_deaf,both in_the kindergarten, general

edUcation.and. vocational schoo4 in the choice of-work,

it-the-organizatl.on of leisure time and the poOures Of

hid family and the people.nearest to him;

_Neither should one delude oneself that.phe near- -

future brings_easy solutiemp, for_the effects of the loss

of hearing are too serious and the conditions of the deaf

too difficult for a solution to all t#eir needs being

found°

----Elverpihore, all over the world, the lack of deaf

people's contacts with the.hearing is_seen as the main_ -

obetacl in their_occupying a proper place_among the hearim

ing and.the main efforts go in this direction° This ain

is pursued 4:041:2by the work on ,the rehabilitation .of the

deaf,-the_untfication. of sign language and the shaping

attitude of the coMmunity of the hearing towards

the deaf: - -

-_The 'difficulties of intercommication the deaf

people",s lack of access to schools with all.the resulting

consequenoes.and the,fact that. deafness appeals relatively

less.thanvisible disablement to the feelings and imagina-

tion of the community, is the reason why problems of the__

deaf are.rapked lowly jwit/1 exceptional both on a national

and-i0ernational scalb,; In recent years I have had all

opportunity to notice this'working.as an e*pert in many-

c9untries-and as the Head of the rehabilitation.Unit f.or

the Disabled in the United Nations; Both the deaf and
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their organizatiOns merience difficulties in formulating
their.postulates; defending_them acid making them'find a
proper place in the hierarchy of the plans of social and
state _organizations. or other institutions responsible for
the implemerOation of the programme of social *services* *.

.Other groups of disabled persons are in this respect
in a far-,better 'situation;

The .fact whether the deaf will occupy a proper place
wil3.40 a great extent depend on the state of- social,
serrices ...in-a given _country and on the degree of .. social
reforms made,;....Where.ii general social insurance system

a.healthe serVice free of charge; free access 'to
geperal.education,and vocational s.chools., possibility of .,

starting _suitable work; services for. the desf,... which intro-.
duce them quicker_ into the 'usual life of the hearing, can
debelop.'and .do develop more.rapidly and more. effic ient3.y0

But. this Simple interdependence does not occur in every
case as much 'depends on.: intermediary factors; -

Within the existing poisiiiilities 'much dePends on
the attitude. of 'the deaf .and their :ilational organizations;

.-I shall take the liberty to put forwar& the sugges-
tion that in future programmes of the World Ibideration of.

the 1)eaf.more attention be paid to sources and means .

existing in .individual countries andin the worlds which

..could be used in the development ,of serviCes for tile deaf
and-of scientific research; I 'think that it would be

usefullParticularly for the cieveloping ,countries/ .

.
meet, ..at least _once a year, 9 of representatives of- the World

Pederation.of the Deaf with the representative of the 1/4;
World.Health Organization 9 International Organization .of-

Labour',._UMSOO, WIMP and_Others; in order _thoroughly f

iset acipanited_4ith the technique ,o1 their work and .convey

the information to national.. unions so that they know what

they _may . expect from outside; _how .to formulate .their own .-
postulates; .by which road to convey them to the organs from

which assistance may be. expected;
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This problem will be the subject of a conference of

a commission of developing countries and_otbterg4 It seems
that an.indispensable condition of achieving a higher
status-among the community of the hearing is for, the deaf
to possesa an organization of their own; to unites work
.out a clear and concrete programme of action with regard
to _the.deaf .having access at least to primary and vocatio
nal schools, -having the ,possibility of employment and
speuding appropriately their leisure time-0

. I realize the.fact that not all organizations of the
deaf ate able to work out such a programme, that is why
cooperation should beestablished with the W:030D0 and,
directly between those national unions whicirhave greater
achievements in the field of services for the deaf0

__The Polish People's Republic plays host to the 5th
Congress of. the World Federation of the Deafo- This fi.s a
great Onour to us.; Id view of the fact-that the subject
of the CoLgress is "The Deaf among the hearths people",
it seems to us that-it is Aght for you to have the peissi
.hility .of having a look at what the situation of the deaf
among the hearing Polish .community is like(; So I .shall
Ova you only _brief information and you yourself will
iterhaps_best assess the values of the existing state of
affairs; This information is concerned with the. ways
leading to' the deaf gaining a status possible equal to
that of-the hearing and with the state that exists in this
respect;. Or

The.programme of the state and of social organisa
tions _with regard to the incorporetion of persons physi
cally, socially _and psychologica13.y handicapped intó
normal-life lincluding the deaf/ is in put country based
on-broad social reforms that halm been made in Poland
since the end of World War two0

The basic factors resulting from our socioeconomic
system; which dedsde on the:rehabilitation of disabled
persons; including the deaf, ayes
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- full insur nee in c se of illness /far 2/3 of the .

population'are-eoVered by'the insurance schemei while tbr

1/3 the charge is very small in relation to the services

rendered/I 011 children.are comprised by the education

system /92of-a11'children-coikplete-fu1 l-primary:school,

7Wof the latter going to secondary schools/,

network of vocational and other schools and possibilities

of-preparatifor-work'also-Wearof-braining on the job,

as well as Absence of unemployment, and .in some regions .

lack of.manpower0.._.

It is estimated that there.are in this country

35,000'deaf.peop1e9 including 129000 aged up to 16, 199000

from to 60 years of age and 39100 over 60o

- Among the_roade that lead the deaf to taking 0 Place

possibly equal to.that of the hearing ires

, 9 kindergartens with 136 children

21 primary schools_with _ 30482 "

14 bonsultation stations for
rehabilitation of children
witkhearing defects*.. .

Preparation for work is takirg place through 9

vocational schools for the deaf and 3 ftr those with

imperfect hearing aad training on the job in worksboPs

/500 year1y/0

In 1966 more than 159000 deaf people were employed*

The exhibition whidh to viait we invite /ou cordially

will gtve you9 ladies and gentlemen, more details about

t4e methods and state of the integration of the deaf in

the normal.life of .the commuuity;.

_The above numbers I.have state do not reflect

wholly.the atmosphere whichleaf people living throughout

the.country axe surrounded with both by their union; the

Polj.sh:1Maion_of the Deafgand by the state* It is an .

atmosphere of assistance but sudh assisiiince *hich :Leads

the deaf to independent action, saf-vreliability9 develop.=

ment of their fitness9 skill and qualifications*
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We believe that the results of the debates 0:4 this

Congress whose intention it is to speed up where possible

the integration of Wue deaf in the normal life of nose

who can here; will be later made known to institutions

and persons responsible for the development of social .

problems all Wirek the world and that they will contribute

to the attainment of the aims we set befOre ourselves.

Its to the future' we are optimists because the problems

of disabled 6he deaf include5l are becoming to an ever

greater extent a concern for the masses and a matter of

collective responsibility' the whole community caring for

the solution of these problems.
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.
The Conititution of ths Polish People's Republid4

voted by the $eym in auly; 1952; guarantees to all the'

citizens a ra4ie of laws: law for works it means the 110;

0 employ for'remuneration according to the quality and

quantity of work, law for rest, law fcm health protection

and aid in the case of a disease or,disability to work, law

for study and igkr the use of cultural achievements, law

for oonsociate,:per.aonal immunity, protection of individual

and personal ownership and law for social assistance.
A

Those laws .are guaranted to the citizens without con-

sidering.any differences of their education; financial

state, racial and religious, without considering various

kinds of,invalidism. Thus, the deaf in :2?oland have the

same laws as the remaining community.

, The degree of making use of these laws by the deaf

depends on their individual possibilities determined by

their education degree, mental level and their adaptation

to the life of the community. Their social position

should be considered depending Upon these factors.

.ftere are two groups of deaf: working deaf and those

who do not work. This division is essential while deter-

mining the degree of using social goods0 The postibilities..

a working man differ from those of a not working one, but

in.spite of that, in a socialistic country even not

working deaf get universal aid and help.
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!Me law for_work.in,Poland.:is ensured by the Constitups

tionu.it also encloses the deaf*. The universal revalida-

tion activity is being led more than for twenty.years and

it-aims, first of allr at enabling the deaf to be employed,

thus to make use of all *social goods which are accessible

for any citizen who takes part in creating material goods

of -the .Stateo In this way, the number of unemployed deaf

decreases systetatically0 .

.. _The working deaf people can be divided into several

categories0 Depending on the category'they are belonging,

the degree LI which they make use of the civilisation

goods should be.taken into acount0 Conisdering as the

index of the division the degree af education whidh is .

decisive in.this specific iii.adium, the level of the possi-

bility of making use of social achievements of the commu-

nity, the deaf can be roughly dtvided into the following

categories:

Deaf_having high education - graduate ftecna

European gymnasiums and high schools for the hearing; ...

also graduate.froin special schools who, thanks to thair.

cultivated predisposition, first of all to a good mastering

of t4e language, gained a great fund of knowledge and il#11,

which.permits them to m4e full use of social properties('

Same of them reached such a high degree of revalidation.

that-they do not feel the results of deafness, in

other words,their deafness is pot an obstacle in their

life and activity... They oftert have leading posts among

the hearing, thanks to their qualifications they obtain -

high.salaries and_take advantage of all civilisation.attai-

nementso However,-this group, ii relation to the total _

amount of the deaf, constitutes a small percent whidh can

be estimated as 3-0.
II - Deaf graduate ftam special primary and profes-. .

sional'schools, constituting a great majority of the conso-

ciated in the Poliah Association of Deaf; _The level_of

their adaptation to life demands further elate and further

revalidationo All of them, except not numerous individuals,
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wo*.in various professious; which they 40 mastered in

schools.0-within tht- frames of professional education.led

by the X"oli6b. 'Association of Deaf 'and othor institutions

interested in the probleias of 4eafness* Professions

whieh are most 'often met and executed by Ulla category of

deaf are the_following: lodkamith's trade; graphics, bodkbin

ders, taylorlmg",shoemakers; weawing, joinery*.

III 47.Deaf illiterate and.half illiterate; the majority

of which is.living in villages;; :Their level of adaptation'

toAife.in the community demands.atill more care and help

than the one of the deaf belc,nsing to the former category*.

To.this,,,ategory belongs the majority of not yet.working .

deaf; and if they are.employed, it to otily in such profesom

sions whic4.do.,nat.require special qualificati9ns0

INERN214#1140021Lt426120.41
Poiaj

- AL ording to data gathered by the Poliih Associatiot

ofDeat, on the.besis of systematically made lists-ottha

deaf during ;any years; there are now in Poland 45242 deaf,

badly hearing', not being taken, int. account.

Among them-
children up to 13 years_ 411 e ;999

ymng people up te 16-18 years .20342

.

adult above 18 years .

The deaf in Poland.have their own organisation me the

Polislb. Association of Deaf which realizes the tasks given

by the State and resulting from the Constitution duty to_

ensure for all citizens conditions for universal developc

ment and care;) *These tasks are tealized by the Association

with an efficient financial and mozal support of the State

authorities; -the Ministry ot Health and Social Aid execuva

tes the supervision of the realization of these tasks in

the fleld of invalids* aid; The Ministry of High Education

guides special. education; -A, tange of other resorts very

c1ose4 collaborates on the realization of tiwabove mens

tioned.tasks* Moreover; the Polish Association of Deaf

cooperates with various institutions; fi?Ist of all oith

national councils, iuvalid4s cooperation and professional

associations*



-According to the state of December 31-at, 1966, the

Association consociates-174,314 members; -During the last
four years the nuMber of members incveased by 5125 persons*

. About 6W) of_the total number of the deaf in Poland.

are living in thecountry often very disperse& This fact
is the reason why is tht Association is up till now an

organization of a town type, grouping first of all the deaf

who are living in big groups in towns and who mostly gradir-

ate from special and professional schools for deaf, which

in turn occurs exclusively in towns.*
.

_The number of, deaf of country origine, who remain

in towns is still growing, as the increasing number of

places in special schools and in their boarding houses

enables the education of chIldr611 of country origine*----

These children, after graduating from schools and gaining

professions; most often.remain in towns because it is -.

mudh easier to get work, further revalidation and to live

within the. community0

The Association has 99 region centres in.the whole .,

country,.located in towns* These centre activity is spread

over, whole districts or several districts, which permits

to exert help in separate cases to the deef living in

villages.*

Realization.of.the law.for.workfori.the deaf

. According to the data the Association is having, the.

number of employed deaf in Poland by the state of November

31-st;.1966,_is.15267 persons(;

Considering the already gtven number of deaf being

more than 18 years old, thus of productional age, one can

compute that, in relation to this number, the employed deaf

constitute 4205% _However; one should not forget that

among the deaf Whidh are older than 18 years, there are

many who reached the pension age, or are already pensioners,

as also those - especially married women - the financial

conditions of whom are satisfactory and do not force them

to work in order to earn their living*
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-According to the state of December 31i;t9 19669 the

Association consociates.17.4;314 members; During the last
four years the nudber of members ineveased by 50-125 persons*

About 64 of_the total nudber of the deaf in Poland_

are living in thecountry9 often very dispersed* This fact
is the reason wh/ is the Association is up till now an

organization of a town t1pe9 grouping first of all the deaf

who are living in big groups in towns and who mostly gradu

ate from special and professional schools for deaf9 which

in turn occurs exclusively in towns .

_The number of deaf of country origine9 who remain

in towns is still growing9 as the increasing nudber of

places in special schools and in their boarding houses

enables the education of children of country origine*---

These children; after graduating from schools and gaining

professions; most often remain in towns because it is--_.

much easier to get work9 further revalidation and to live

within the_ c ()immunity*

_ The Association has 99 region centres in.the whole

country9.1ocated in towns* These centre activity is spread

over, whole districts or several districts9 which permits

to exert help in separate castes to the deaf living in

villages.*

.Realization.of.the law.for..work.for.the.deaf

According to the data the Association is having9 the.

number of employed deaf in Poland by the state of November

31st9.19669.is_150267 persons*

Considering the already given number of deaf being

more than 18 years old9 thus of productional age9 one can

compute that, in relation to this number9 the employed deaf

constitute 42*%, _However9 one should not forget that

among the deaf Whidh are older than 18 years9 there are

many who reached the pension age9 or are already pensioners9

as also those especially married women the financial

conditions of whom are satisfactory and do not force them

to work in order to earn their living*
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Attention is being paid in Poland to the solution

of the problem of making the deaf living in villages

productive, espectally young people who were growing up

under the conditions of a lack of places in special sfthools-0

They also could not take advantage of other ftrms of the

educational action because they were largely dispersed and

thus, could not attain any professiono This is one of the

most difficult and *portant questions whidh the associa

tion is dealiag with., This problem forced tbe Association

toA.00k for an adequate'solutiono. One started to organize

educational-productional institutions localized in villages

which by means of general and professional education prepare

the deaf to work in'professions connected with agrocultureo

At the time.being theme are two such institutions in Poland

in Smoszewo near Warsaw and in Ptim, the Kmak6vg district,'

100 deaf people are educated and employed there9 and this

number is still increasing, as the centres develop permanently

in order to sytisfy the still increasing needso Education

is being led in cycleso

_32Aligaio2 *f the law.tor.studx.

Common obligatory teaching of deaf children is not

yet realized in, Polando The reason is the ladk of a suffi

cient number of places in special schools; In spite of a

fat growth of the process of special education development

for deaf, there are about 30700 places and the deficit in

schools is for several hundreds of childreno According to

the assumptios of the education authorities, the development

of special education for deaf is being continued and pp till

1970 all dhildren of school age will get embraced by the

educational action;

Noweverg deaf children in Poland are authoried to

learn not only in special schoc4s; If the chiles level

permits it, the educational authorities Ito not object .

against placing.those children and young people in normal

primary schools, secondary and high schools as well* Lccord

ing to the uncomplete data we are having, 200 deaf children

are learning in normal primary schools, 40 children in
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secondary.,s4hool.s, and about 40 cdren_ tn aecondary
professional-sc400l8o We have 13 dea f. studen0 studying
at ..the x.iniversities; We do not, give the pu$Ier of those,.
dea; vho already -finished normal schools; aa..it- is: Wit*,
ouL to esVablish:e; However,;..more than,-1QQ cases are known
whers,deaf people finished normal 'primary schools; some
scores o th,cm finishedssecondary scho.pland in separate
cases they graduated from the universitieso

During the, 3.ast 5 years; the:Polish, AtsociatiOn'or
Deat gave: rise, to..a, Significant*clevelopment ,of care eMbraa-.
4.1png-deaf:children,Q:, prescitool.age; It, aims ab teachtnt-
gifted, normally mentally developed .children the lip _ reading,
its ,uuderstanang find usl.ng the sound speech° .The( idea is
to .1;oring a possibly big. gruup of ,children,,to a level-, which.
woad..enable then. to .leain in sctLopla_ for Ilearine 0141dren0

This-,,actl.on; conducted by the Lssociation
help Diatrict Rehabilitation Dispsnsories,for-,children
with hearing defects Is based first o1.,, ozr,the,-eclucation
of parents . who work at ,most - with the children; ., Medical,
psychological and logopedical care is ensured for ,ch4dren
by t4e above mentioned diepensibriss; as alao the help for
parents, consultations of specialists and, indications
needed(

Xow, theriir. e*ist 14 dispensories in distrio owns,
and 10873 children ere being under theircorit.

.

The permanent, aim of the Lasociatiop is to have all
nornially developed.deaf' childri,an of presehoOl age under. , ., .

the Ore..of dtspensorieso
However; ttiere is an additional pro'DkleM, name4,

care Oboula 1;93-9;ganzed for nnderdevelpOped deaf chlidien,
for,deaf and dumb oil,clren and those whose age ex.F.JOecis tia.e
preschool, ageo

_The Lssociation in colla0eration with' the State
authorities also realizes tasks,'in the ,field of ensuri
the,possibilities of. adults education; Since 1949

toj liquidata illiteracy ;.xt detif cliy means 6f
organizing courses of primary education Ind evening sohoclz4



"
Pox tha time being; _.about_ YO0 adult deaf are attending
50 crening primary .clasees'0

Professional edu.cation-in. being led in special profesa
cional-schools for the ,deafi under the guidance of the
educational- departmente.I. However, not all graduate from'
primary schools_ attend these schools as the number or
places .is-liraited to 6664 places only;-

Besides the development of education; the action .of
profeesional-training.,is also l by-the department of
health.and-social care -in ,the Institutions ,ot Invalid's
Training; in nocZaw there_are'about 85 places'and in
XrakOw-about 85 places too; The Invalid's Cooperation is'
tonincting professional:training applying a.clatim system
which embraces several hundreds-of ;leaf employed in
4intraliett_cooperative societies; The deaf improve. their
qualifications according:to the work done in the given coo..
operative; mostly as taylors, locksmith's., shoemakers; '301.
ners and so:.on;

APart of _these forms; the Association Is ,guiding by
itself-professional training in revalidation centres, 4-

organised in the Association production institution10..--Th5s
traivIng is being led by various systems. starting with
several months classes 7b-upo a 4 years training cycle; the
deaf being simultaneously employed in, the instlitutiOn;
This provides new profess,ions for .itt,e, .deaf, moat often in the
field-of artificial material proces4ngi metalum and
electronics and professions which are, connected with eat-
culture*

EmilintimestanasoungikaLgatuunaL
ievaL§2210,Laid

^

.*Orking people t Poland have ''social. insurenoe, -

the purpose :,-Of which .itt 0..:,ensure .Anancia,help
life circumktances /disease; work inability;-: old
3.34nCritase and'.sp OP/0' , In Poland. Ithe ,,numbek -7of AnOnred .

people:is abciut.-.20.24ion; One_ tericis-_ to ineure,a4
citizens: Not 'working Zamtl mexabere ...app., also i0sureda,.



a
Within ihe frown of this System all insUred ar

authorized to medical care free of charge; .The deaf have
indeed the same privilege LE they are employod, or they
are authorized t insurement booause of other reasons
/being-family members* pensioners and so onf; Rard.of
hearing persons take advantage of an additional:privilege

within the frames of insurente they obtain .the hearing.
appartuses-fres-of charge; Atter having reached the age
of a petlioner Iwomen, 609 men .6, 65 years/9 the deaf get
pensiond according to the regulation for everybody; In
the .case work ability is being lost #he deaf obtains an
invalid's.pension; if he bad worked for 5 years during
the, last 10 years before he lost .the ability to.worki;

In the case of. work disability not being preceded
by the _obligatory period of work; the deaf ,gets...relief from
the State fund destined for social help; The deaf, similar
to the remaining .working citizens; take advantage in a
large .scope of vacation for working people; sanatoriums
and all.other forms-of rest and health improvement, 'which
are acces4ble for working people. Rest holidays are
given to the deaf on the principle of common obligatory,
regulations 6

The raallat 21-1411-tImlbs.(190
The deaf in Poland have the same right to.juriatic

action as the remaining community, except individuals
who are interdicted by a valid court sentence; In Poland'
there are very little, only some known cases of deaf
being deprived of juristic action by means of interdiction:
These cases.concern the deaf with severe mental under-
development

The ;tea, equally as other citizens, are entitled
to vote 'and they take part in all other polibical; social
and jurlacal acts;

,The penal and civil codes which are valid in Poland,
guarantee the deaf the presence of translators on .trials
in the court and public defenders; The Polish law regulat.
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tions take under extended protection the interetts of the

deaf;

Tbs driver's.licence tor the deaf IA Poland is regula-

ted'by specialAuridioal rules.0.

Elolizglion 2f lan.for usim cultural.A2hievemptc

The Polish Association of Deaf conducts a large cultural

educational action in order to enable the deaf a most untrerd.

sal and accessible way to the cultural achievemans n 95

houses of culture and profession halls cultural dhows Of

various kinds are beiug organi4ed, in whidh the deaf take

often.partas performers; This is ment to make them acquainted

with the cul,tural_lifes; To'facilitate tbs understanding there

always are *qualified cultUral and educational workers and

translators-of the gesture language; .

.A.netwibrk of developed sport clubs extended over the

whole country permits the deaf to take part in competitions

whieh.-they organize; Turing presents also .a great interest

for the deaf;

*.COnclur;aons

10 The problem of rehabilitation of the deaf-in villagess,

ill,iterate.and.half illiterate arises in PolEind:it a

serious degree;:- It is necessary,to'loOk fOrfurther

,
ways.of.an effAcient solution of this probl.em;.-

2-0. It.is necessary to start.endeavouring.to.ensure the _
living conditions for deaf with Severe mentalHdisability,

who up till now are not yet under a proper full care;
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THE dATEGORIES OP DEAR PEOPLE, THEIR MOST IMPORTANT

NEEDS AND WAYS OP BRINGING MEM IMP

/The Paper/

The Zailure of hearing starting with small impairment up

to complete deafness, constistutes a difference between

young and adult deaf people and the hearing ones. Besides

this, all deaf people, similar to the nearing ones, differ

one another because of their various physical and psycholo-

gical degree of development, educationlculture and the way

in, which they are prepared to professi6nal work0:Dae to this,

there are educated people among the deaf getting in touch

by means of spdken language, cooperating with hearing people

in various fields of life and being most appreciated by theme

But there also are illiterate or semilliterate, unprepared

to professional worle,who cannot contact hearing people,

they are helpless and lost among the happenings and the

surrounding life'which' is too complicated for them:4iii-e

:are also some of them better or worse prepared for lire in

primary schools, sometimes in professional schools, provided

with a certain fund of necessary knowledge which makes- tIleir

life easiero All of them have to face various difficulties

connected with their deafness,' and therefore one ought to

think about the possibilities and ways of 1:Tinging ,. them help('

lo'Deaf I4gA most frequently use so:und'spe'chl

lip reading and writing 9 but they often make additional use



of gesture language and dactylology. They live and work

with hearing people irrespective of whether 04 learned

at home, in normal or special schools-. Most often l'ht:sy

complement their general or professional knowledge by them-

-selves,..but.nearly all of them have td face difficulties

in a common life, especially.while getting in touch with

speaking people. Their loud- speech, not controlledr.by

hearing, becomes after a certain time deformed /in a

different way in separate individuals/, it becoms still

less understandable and unpleasantly striking, and this

must be told them by somebody from among the hearing

people. We must help themto rectify these deformations,

as they make their life difficult, and the deaf are not

able to do it by themselves. Thereforel a series of,

exereieses, restoring the correctness and pureness of the

sound speech of deaf, should be involved as one of the

activities of newly organized dispensories, which also

should help to improve the knowledge of lip reading if

needed. The idea is that the deaf could every now. ,and

then correct their speech /paying off or free of charge/.

It is an important problem as it concerns not only

educated but all deaf people who Use the sound speech..

It happens that the deaf who belong to this category,

have some difficulties connected with arranging their

common life with hearing people, or they fully isoiate

themselves from the less educated deaf* Neither one nor

the other is desirable. Therefore, the above mentioned

dispensories.ought, help the deaf to establish right

relations with hearing people, as also to introduce them

among less educated deaf in order to encourage them to

further studies and efforts to improve their knowledge

and culture by means of taking advantage and example of

the intelligence and knowledge of educated deaf*
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2. 12Wazacluetted from primary afl d. special protespional,
schools w4o do not continue learning require much more help.
With that they form the majcrity of educated, deaf in all-
countries. Some o :bhem, those who use the sound speech, will
take advantage of the above mentioned exercises, they wil4
also use other means helping them to contact people.
However, for the remaining ones, using only the gesture
language, dactylology at d. a certain degiee writing,
these ,exereises 'are of no use. Poi these deaf it' is .the aim
of the community, state associations aild- unions ot deaf
to organize special halls and houses of culture, taking at
the same 'time,'care to keep the'level of the,work lead as
high as possible.

Work done in the above halls and'houses of culture,
its content and methods should be adjusted to the level of'
the groaped. deaf education° It should be based on their
interests and, capabilities, it should deepen 'and complete'
their knowledge, develOp it and raise up the' level of their'
culture and. social. lifee

This involves various ways of work lead with the de/4,
e.g0 educational work like talks, appropriately chosen
filmsg excursions- to .museums and exhibitions, to special work
institutiona, hiking excursions and. vitsiting ancient' moniunents.
A special regard ,should be paid to teaditag. There are very li-
ttle forms of work for development and for the future of the
deaf being as advantageous as 'reading if' it iS tought by'
appropriate methods. Reading is .one ok the best iethods lead-
ing, to the development of deaf and enburing their future
provided it is done in a proper' way. Therefbre, a special
attention must be paid to teach the deaf to make a onscious
use of books during their work in halls.

Moreover, the life itself points to the fact that among
the deaf of this categwy there are people who want to
.continue learning0 They should be sent to schobls for



hesaring or deaf adults, accbrd.ing to 'their development
degree, or sbhools and classes should be organized for
them which would first of all permit them to gain higher
professionalqualificationd by means of passing journey-
man and master examinations, and raise the level of their
gbneral eduation and culture.

3. Deaf illiterate and semi-illiterate make a group
which deman4s 1.'le greatest he 9, and this is the most dif-

people live often far away oneficu3,7t problem
from another.

TheSe ,peopie9. &specially in countries which just- start
developing, are very numerous and this additionally
augment!, the difficulties and reduces the possibilities of
ensuring !EL real help for them

Our experience shows that these deaf should be first
pre:tared.to profession. They should attend courses last,-
ing for several months, be trained in workshops and then
sent in big groups to institutions or. ,cooperatives of

In t4ese institutions or cooperatiVes ther should'
simultaneously with executing their a a h pass the second.
stage, consisting in attending special.primary schools
which, wou.l.d be organized for them. After some years of
work done to earn their living and_ a simultaneous systema-
tic learning, t4e det1;, being well..prepared to ant'. iudepen-
dent life, can be indiiiidually ..sent to some proper Work,
oi6hers, would work further on in the invaltds° cooperative,*
and institutions employing teams of deaf workers.

The above mentioned institutions',should organize' and
leed work tending to raise the culture and the social feel-
ing of the _deaf by means a appropriate methods.

Further needs of these people, after they had rea .hed
the basic education and a profession, should be satisfied
rs given in the previous section.



4. Deaf addtionly mentallr handicapd short-sighted,
cripples and so on form a very complicated groUp and the
care taken of? theti muot be more differeritiated. For those
who are prepared to some professional work job must be

found and .arpropriate conditions ensUred. For unprepared
but -fit. for Job, ieariing of a. prOper profession musi be
ensured first. And for those who cannot work ()tie should
ensure an existence within the Loames of.. social care.
About the concrete Way of helping the 'above MentiOned deaf
the decision is to be taken bir the .one who 'is authOrized
by the state and the community to take care of them,, of
course obligatory rules. are tO be repected. The'
that theie' Ought .exitat law regulations*which would be
advantageous for deaf, additionally leidicapped peoplelas
well as conditions for tbliir realize:6:ton and people who
woUld theiG

,

5. AL41.92,..astpl..ey.i.clias.ari. .should fi.rst of
all take.. into .account tile medical care and ,. equipping them
with efficiently ftuictioning hearing aids.which amplify the'.
intensity of sound.' waves which brings to .their 'Consciousness
any acuatic -impressions, hence the speech t;oco. One should .

watdh ever and tend to the improvement of hearing by *means

of appropr.iate surgical interventions pharmac ological
treatment and,..exeroises 0.ctivating the b.aringl: as .also one
has to chose_ the ,bearing aids, purchase-.themi and :Watdh to
their maintenance. These are the..basio problems of the cora,.

rect, solution, of which depends the real aid for those people
and this should be first ,of all taken,into acdount.

.Besideal. ,attertion %should be paid.- to the help -:in removing
speech defeots appearing in -many peciple With -Impaired hear--

ing and to teach them .t1-e lip reading.
Both these problems should be solved by the existing dis-
pensories mentioned in point 1, or by the newly organized
ones.



6. A1.4.:to
is a separate but essential question which has two aspeotss
the psychological and the economical-social one0

An ensuranoe of a specialized medical aid is in such
cases the fp:st and most important. Medical\ intervention
may preient deafness px it can lessen' .03,e degree of hear-
ing loss which is of ,great importance for people, who are
just loosing the 1,1earing.

The negt, also very, essential form of help at tb,e
final stage of the process, of the desease is to check the
possibilities of usi7ng .t.tearing aids, supplying the pacient
with them, and. teaching how to use.. them.

Rowe'Ver, independently to it, tb.e pacient must be pre-
pared to the 4101313 of liearing. Re would be obliged ,to change
his profession many times and be prepared to a new one.

When dealing with a psychical preparing or peopl.e pre-
determined to the loss of hearing it is very important to
make them gradually aware,- about it, getting them simulta-
neously ,acquaiented. with the- life of, deaf people 9, their
work, social and 'economical perspectives. One also iliould
give 'an outline of a concrete plan 'of acting. This would
direct their 'attention to concrete prdblems` and' thus lessen
the stress of b.ard elverience.
It is Much mcire., difficult, to -change -,the profession, 'the -job
and sometimes even the place of ''residence of th4 deaf it

neoessary*. It -take s .rather much *time and often' needs
financial help, ',particularly if the one who 16seS ittLearing
is the only ,breadwinner of a -family.' In all- suchl cadet: 'an
appropriate 'help, of the state must be ensured, -and -there-
fore the national 'Associationa of, deaf should -analyze tegu-
lations which are . obligatory in -their cOnntries, and
endeavour for their proper .formulation0



70 ant.g.214-giaLktIat ensures them a "fair" Willi quiet

old people life till its end. It should be included into

the general regulations concerning the care of old people.

Old deaf people, being frequently dumb, face much more dif-

ficulties when arranging their life than the hearing people,

and therefore more attention should be drawn to help, them.

The best solution would be if they could be le4't with, their

families taking good care of them and optionally getting

'financial help. If this is not possible they should be

admitted to old people and pensioneere houses among hear-

ing people or to specially organized for them custodial

institutions.

Observations and investigations show that the above

mentioned categories of deaf people appear in all countries,

and their needs and sorrows are everywhere the same. ?lost

frequently the quantitative realtion among these categories

is different in various countries as also the ways and the

degree of satisfying their needs.

The concepts outlined in the paper are connected with

the conditions that exist in our country and in other count-

ries with high civilization, and surely, they exhaust neither

all the needs nor the possibilities of help and care.

However, they can and should present the basis to discuss

these problems and should result in an establishment of

guide lines for further work in this field. These guide lima,

after being discussed and accepted, should stimulate and point

to further efforts in order to improve the present fate of

deaf in the whole world*


